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ABSTRACT
Serious psychological distress (SPD) is associated with high healthcare utilization,
expenditures, and low satisfaction. At the same time, evidence suggests that having a usual
source of care (USC) is associated with lower and appropriate health services use, lower
healthcare expenditures, and higher satisfaction. These effects of USC have not been evaluated
in individuals with psychological distress, who have distinct characteristics like healthcare
avoidance and mistrust that could affect this relationship. So, we examined the relationships
between USC and healthcare utilization, expenditures, and satisfaction in individuals with SPD
using a national representative dataset.
Panels 10-17 of the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) were used to examine
these relationships. We performed a propensity score analysis and used the results to adjust our
analysis. The relationships between USC and healthcare utilization patterns were analyzed using
Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) models. Multivariable linear and logistic regressions
were used to analyze the relationships between USC and healthcare expenditures and
satisfaction, respectively.
After adjusting for potential confounding factors, we found that USC is associated with a
lower frequency of hospital admission but a higher frequency of home health visits. We also
found that USC is associated with an increased likelihood of having at least one hospital
outpatient or office-based provider visit a year. This could be beneficial since those settings are
common places for receiving annual preventive services. Finally, we recommended that
researchers further explore our research questions in-depth, and policymakers should use our
results to guide them in making decisions regarding healthcare interventions targeted at
increasing USC for individuals with psychological distress.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Background
Mental illness is a major public health challenge in the United States. Any condition
that causes dysfunction in a human’s mood, thoughts, or behavior is considered a mental
illness (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2018). The Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration estimated that about 47 million Americans live with
mental illness (Bose et al., 2018). In a separate report, it was indicated by the National Health
Interview Survey (NHIS) that more than 15% of adults in America experienced symptoms of
anxiety and 18.5% had symptoms of depression in 2019 (Terlizzi & Villarroel, 2019;
Villarroel et al., 2020), making these conditions the two most common mental illnesses in the
country. The recent outbreak of COVID-19 has further exacerbated the prevalence of mental
illness. For example, there was more than a three-fold increase in the prevalence of anxiety
and depressive disorder symptoms from before the COVID-19 pandemic to after the start of
the pandemic (Czeisler et al., 2020).
Mental illness also affects the wellbeing of American communities (Shih & Simon,
2008). Mental illness has been associated with more disability than other chronic diseases in
the United States (Reeves et al., 2011). It is also associated with high suicide rates and risk of
physical health problems (Hiroeh et al., 2001). Individuals with mental illness have higher
healthcare utilization than the general public, and mood disorders are the third leading cause
of hospitalization (CDC, 2018). Mental illness costs the United States over $193 billion in
lost earnings annually (Insel, 2008). In 2013, anxiety and depression accounted for $87 billion
out of the $2.9 trillion national health expenditures in the United States (Roehrig, 2016). The
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total mental health spending for 2014 was $186 billion (Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, 2016). Overall, the average lifespan of adults with serious mental
illness is 25 years shorter than that of an average American (Parks et al., 2006).
Psychological distress (PD), which is a mental health condition, has been widely used
as an indicator of the mental health of individuals in the community. In fact, psychological
distress is believed to be what many putative self-reported measures of depression and anxiety
assess (American Psychological Association [APA], 2020). Psychological distress is defined
as a state of emotional suffering characterized by depression and anxiety symptoms
(Arvidsdotter et al., 2016). It is also important to note that aside from being a debilitating
condition, psychological distress may also signal the initial stages of mental illness like major
depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, schizophrenia, somatization disorder, or a variety of
other clinical conditions (APA, 2020).
The prevalence of serious psychological distress (SPD), defined as a mental health
disturbance that is significant enough to cause an impairment in social or occupational
functioning and requires treatment (Pratt et al., 2007), has been steadily increasing. In 2013
the prevalence of SPD in the United States was estimated at 3.4% of all adults (Weissman et
al., 2015). In a recent study, McGinty et al. (2020) found an increase in the prevalence of SPD
in the United States from 3.9% in 2018 to 13.6% in April 2020. The growth in SPD
prevalence mirrors the increase in anxiety and depression reported by Czeisler et al. (2020)
and underscored two fundamental points. The first point is reiterating the importance of
psychological distress as an indicator of mental health for individuals in the community. The
second point is the need to pay more attention to the growth of mental health problems in our
community.
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Despite lacking health insurance and having a proclivity for non-adherence to mental
health care, adults with SPD are heavy health care users compared to individuals who do not
have SPD (Pearson et al., 2009; Pratt et al., 2007; Weissman et al., 2015). In 2016, Xiang and
colleagues examined healthcare utilization and psychological distress trends between 2003
and 2014 in the United States (Xiang et al., 2016). They found that adults with SPD had a
higher rate of healthcare utilization than adults with no SPD. For example, the authors
reported that 63% of adults with SPD compared to 36.6% of those with no SPD had more
than four office visits (p<.001). Compared to the 22.3% of adults with SPD, only 8.8% of
adults with no SPD were hospitalized during the study period (p<.001). Similarly, the
proportion of adults with SPD that had two or more ED visits (27.2%) was higher than the
proportion of adults with no SPD (6.6%) (p<.001). This relationship was found to be
consistent throughout the study period. Weissman also found that adults with SPD had 3.2
times the odds of having more than ten doctor visits in a year compared to adults with no SPD
(Weissman et al., 2017). This is in addition to the previous finding of Dismuke and Egede
(2011) of an association between SPD and heavy health services usage. Dismuke and Egede's
study found that individuals with SPD had 3.09 more office visits (95% CI: 2.09, 4.08), their
inpatient visits were 0.84 more than those with no SPD (95% CI: 0.36, 1.32), they had 0.27
more ED visits (95% CI: 0.17, 0.36), and 2.93 more home health visits (95% CI: 0.13, 5.70).
However, Dismuke and Egede did not find an association between having SPD and the use of
hospital outpatient services.
The increase in healthcare utilization among individuals with psychological distress is
also evident in populations with chronic conditions. For example, psychologically distressed
individuals with multimorbidity were 1.6 times more likely to use an ED than those with no
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SPD (Adjusted Odds Ratio [aOR] = 1.61, 95% CI = 1.26, 2.04). The adjusted odds ratios of
ER visits among asthma patients that have SPD was 2.6 times higher compared to asthma
patients that do not have SPD (aOR = 2.62, 95% CI: 1.65, 4.16) (Becerra, 2017). This finding
is consistent with many other studies that examined the relationship between SPD and health
services use among cancer patients and other chronically ill persons (Compen et al., 2018;
Han et al., 2015).
Accompanied by the heavy use of medical care, adults with SPD also have higher
healthcare expenditures. Dismuke & Egede (2011) reported that Americans with SPD had
$1,735 higher total healthcare expenditures compared to those with no SPD (95% CI: $702–
2,769). They also reported higher office, ED, and home health expenditures. While examining
trends in healthcare expenditures and outpatient health care, Pirraglia et al. (2011) found an
$11,954 (95% CI $7,704, $13,646; P <.001) mean increase in total healthcare expenditures
for adults with SPD compared to those with low or no SPD. Cancer survivors who suffer from
SPD spent $4,431 (95% CI, $3,419‐$5,443) more on medical services than survivors without
SPD each year (Han et al., 2015).
Individuals with SPD also report lower quality of health care. Satisfaction as an
indicator of healthcare quality has been reported to be negatively associated with
psychological distress as early as 1982. Greenley et al. (1982) found a negative correlation
between psychological distress and satisfaction with healthcare services. Other more recent
studies have also reported similar findings. For example, Jiali & Ruth (2010) showed that
having SPD is negatively associated with the perceived quality of communication with
providers. Among cancer patients, there was an association between those highly satisfied
with their medical care and lower SPD levels (Goldzweig et al., 2010).
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A possible solution to this issue of high utilization, costly expenditures, and lack of
satisfaction with healthcare services associated with individuals who suffer from serious
psychological distress is having a regular place of care. Having a Usual Source of Care (USC)
has been shown to improve outcomes and quality of health care in the general public. It is
considered essential for continuity of care, which is an integral part of quality of care (Alpert
& Charney, 1973; Du et al., 2015; McWhinney, 1975; Starfield, 1992). The benefits of having
a USC on patient outcomes and quality of life may be due to the establishment of a more
robust relationship between patient and provider (Du et al., 2015). There is also evidence that
the lack of a USC is associated with a delay in obtaining appropriate medical treatment
(Ettner, 1996). Among other things, USC has been linked to an increase in the use of
preventive services, a decrease in unnecessary utilization of health services, and a reduction in
healthcare costs (Damiano et al., 2006; Friedberg et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2005). In general,
USC is associated with an increase in effective and equitable care and improved health
outcomes for the general population (Li et al., 2011; Starfield & Shi, 2004).
Despite the proven advantages of having a USC for the general population, this
relationship has not been evaluated in individuals with psychological distress. It is important
to evaluate this relationship in this subpopulation because of their peculiar traits like higher
healthcare avoidance, healthcare distrust, and lack of insurance (Ahnquist et al., 2010;
Weissman et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2012). For example, this population is known to have more
healthcare avoidance compared to those that do not have psychological distress (Ye et al.,
2012). If this factor plays a significant role, then an individual with SPD may not reap the
benefit of having a USC. On the other hand, having a USC could give the provider a better
understanding of these individuals' mental health conditions. This can lead to better planning
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for care, which might ultimately reduce unnecessary healthcare utilization and costs, and
increase patient satisfaction.
Significance and Contribution of the Study
As the United States struggles to control healthcare expenditures and improve the
quality of healthcare services its citizens receive, the work of reducing waste in the form of
inefficient utilization of health services and poor service delivery becomes paramount.
Individuals with mental illness contribute substantially to the growth of national health
expenditures (Roehrig, 2016). They place an additional burden on the country's limited
healthcare resources by being heavy health care users and incurring higher healthcare
expenditures.
Despite the high utilization of healthcare services by individuals with mental illness, most
Americans do not receive adequate diagnosis and treatment for their mental illness (Gwynn et
al., 2008; Kessler et al., 2001). In 2019, about 56% of American adults with any mental illness
and 34.5% with Serious Mental illness (SMI) did not receive adequate treatment (National
Institute of Mental Health, 2021). There is also the issue of the disparity in utilization of mental
health services; Blacks, Asians and Hispanics have significantly lower utilization rates of mental
health services compared to other races (Kamal, 2017). Paradoxically, over diagnosis and
overtreatment of some mental illness occurs as well (The PLOS Medicine Editors, 2013).
Moreover, individuals with mental illness report lower satisfaction with health services.
Since research has shown that serious psychological distress is highly correlated with
SMI, it is used by several studies as an indicator for SMI in the community (Kang et al.,
2015). Serious psychological distress is also associated with poor healthcare quality,
ineffective healthcare utilization, and high healthcare spending (Greenley et al., 1982;
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Pirraglia et al., 2011; Weissman, 2017). In whole, mental health problems present significant
quality, utilization, and expenditures challenges to the American healthcare system.
Therefore, any intervention that could potentially address this issue warrants an in-depth
investigation.
This dissertation aims to contribute to the existing literature on the relationship
between having a USC and healthcare utilization, expenditures, and patient satisfaction in
individuals with mental health problems. The study will also be the first to examine the
relationship between having a USC and healthcare utilization, expenditures, and patient
satisfaction among individuals with psychological distress. Public health practitioners and
policy makers could use this study's results to design interventions targeted at improving the
quality of care for adults with mental health problems. We also expect our results to shed light
on possible interventions that could reduce inefficient healthcare utilization, decrease
healthcare costs, and increase patient satisfaction.
Research Aims, Questions, and Hypotheses
This study will explore a number of research questions and hypotheses under the
following aims:
Aim I
This dissertation aims to evaluate the relationship between having a USC and healthcare
utilization patterns among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults.
Under this aim, we will explore six questions.
Research Question 1
Is there a relationship between having a USC and office-based healthcare utilization
among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
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Hypothesis
Literature has shown that having USC is associated with better care coordination (Du et
al., 2015) which should translate to more efficient use of healthcare services like office- based
visits. Therefore, we expect a decrease in the frequency of using office-based services for adults
with SPD that have a USC compared to those with no USC. However, when it comes to at least
using one office-based service in a year, we expect those with a USC to have higher odds of an
office visit when compared to those that have no USC. The reason we anticipate this reversal is
because USC is also associated with getting recommended preventive services (DeVoe et al.,
2003) which requires at least one annual visit to the doctor’s office.
Ηa1: After adjusting for confounding factors, individuals with a USC will have higher odds of
making at least one visit to an office-based provider in a year compared to those with no USC.
However, among adults with at least one visit, those with USC will have fewer visits than those
who do not have a USC.
•

Research Question 2
Is there a relationship between having a USC and hospital outpatient services utilization

among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
Our thoughts for the directionality of this hypothesis are similar to Ha1.
Ηa2: After adjusting for confounding factors, individuals with a USC will have higher odds of
making at least one visit to a hospital outpatient provider in a year compared to those with no
USC. However, among adults with at least one visit, those with USC will have fewer visits than
those who do not have a USC
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•

Research Question 3
Is there a relationship between having a USC and emergency department utilization

among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
We expect individuals with a USC to have less use and frequency of use of emergency
rooms compared to those without a USC as had been reported in the general public (Liaw et al,
2014; Janke et al., 2015).
Ηa3: After adjusting for confounding factors, individuals with a USC will have lower odds of
making even one visit to an ED in a year compared to those with no USC. Also, among adults
with at least one visit, those with USC will have fewer visits than those who do not have a USC.
•

Research Question 4

Is there a relationship between having a USC and inpatient utilization among seriously
psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
Individuals with a USC are expected to have lower use and frequency of use of inpatient
services compared to those without a USC, as had been shown in the general public (Coller et al.,
2015; Gill, 1997).
Ηa4: After adjusting for confounding factors, individuals with a USC will have lower odds of
getting even one hospital admission in a year compared to those with no USC. Also, among
adults with at least one visit, those with USC will have fewer admissions than those who do not
have a USC.
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•

Research Question 5
Is there a relationship between having a USC and home-health utilization among

seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
Because of the lack of previous studies that examined this relationship and the nature of
home health visits, it is hard to predict this relationship's directionality. Also, the nature of home
health visits differs from all other visits. For example, it is not typically a place for preventative
services like mammograms and pap smears, so we are not expecting to see an increase in the
odds of using this service. Unlike office-based visits, home health visits are more under the
control of a provider and relies strongly on establishing care, making access to USC vital for any
home health visit to occur. For these reasons, we will be testing a non-directional hypothesis.
Ηa5: After adjusting for confounding factors, there will be an association between USC and
having at least one home health visit. Among adults with at least one visit, USC will also be
associated with the frequency of home health visits.
•

Research Question 6
Is there a relationship between having a USC and dental services utilization among

seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
Since having a USC is associated with use of dental services in the general population
(Khan et al., 2017), we expect that these might hold true for adults with serious psychological
distress.
Ηa6: After adjusting for confounding factors, individuals with a USC will have higher odds of
making at least one visit to a dentist in a year compared to those with no USC. Also, among
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adults with at least one visit, those with USC will have higher number visits than those who do
not have a USC.
Aim II
This dissertation seeks to assess the relationship between having a USC and healthcare
expenditures among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults.
•

Research Question 1
Is there a relationship between having a USC and healthcare expenditures among

seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults?
Hypothesis
Literature indicates that individuals with a USC have lower healthcare expenditures in the
general population. Therefore, we hypothesize that this will remain true for individuals with
serious psychological distress.
Ηa7: After adjusting for confounding factors, the total annual healthcare expenditures of adults
with serious psychological distress that have a USC will be lower than those with no USC.
Aim III
For the final aim, the study seeks to evaluate the relationship between having a USC and
patient satisfaction among seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults.

•

Research Question 1
Do seriously psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults with a USC have a

similar level of satisfaction with healthcare services they received compared to a similar
population that has no USC?
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Hypothesis
Several studies have shown that USC is associated with an increase in patient satisfaction
with health care (Jiali & Ruth, 2010; Weiss & Ramsey, 1989). We expect to find the same
association among individuals with serious psychological distress.
Ηa8: After adjusting for confounding factors, having a USC will be associated with higher
satisfaction with health care for individuals with serious psychological distress.
Conceptual Framework
Due to the nature of the population under study (psychologically distressed individuals),
this dissertation utilized the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Populations
(Gelberg et al., 2000) to conceptualize the relationship between having a USC and the different
categories of healthcare utilization in aim I. The study also utilized the same model to
conceptualize the second aim, the relationship between having a USC and healthcare
expenditures. For the third aim, we used a combination of the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral
Model for Vulnerable Populations and the Pragmatic Model of Patient Satisfaction (the
Pragmatic Model) (Baker, 1997) to model the relationship between having a USC and patient
satisfaction.
Andersen Behavioral Model of Health Service Utilization (Andersen Model)
Ronald M. Andersen developed the first version of the model in the 1960s to explain the
use of health services. It was initially developed with the family as the unit of analysis, but
because of the heterogeneity of family members, the model was later repurposed to explain or
predict factors that facilitate or impede the usage of health services (Andersen, 1995). The initial
model posits that individuals' predisposing, enabling, and needs factors explain or predict their
health services usage (Andersen, 1995). Since the introduction of the initial model in the 1960's,
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it has been revised several times, with the Andersen Model for Vulnerable Populations being one
of the versions (Andersen et al., 2014).
The Andersen model's first construct, predisposing factors, is based on individuals' innate
characteristics that make them more or less likely to use health services but which by themselves
do not necessarily cause utilization. These factors include both demographic, socio-structural,
and attitudinal characteristics. The enabling construct represents factors or conditions that
facilitate the use of health services for individuals in need of care (Andersen & Newman, 1973).
These include both family resources and community/geographical resources. The last construct is
illness level, otherwise known as need factors. It is represented by either perceived or evaluated
needs. Perceived needs are subjective, while evaluated needs are objective measures of an
individual's health needs. In the vulnerable populations model, the aforementioned constructs
were regrouped under the traditional domain, and an additional domain was created, a
Vulnerable Domain, to account for other social determinants of health that could affect
healthcare use (Gelberg et al., 2000).
Andersen's model has been well studied and vastly applied in explaining healthcare
utilization for diverse demographic subpopulations (Babitsch et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2018).
This model has also been utilized to explain healthcare utilization in individuals with mental
illness (González et al., 2010; Gwynn et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2018). Several studies of
healthcare utilization in individuals with mental illness have used age, sex, race/ethnicity, and
education to operationalize the predisposing factors construct of the model (Deb & Miller, 2017;
González et al., 2010; Schomerus et al., 2013). However, González et al. (2010) classified
educational attainment as an enabling factor. Furthermore, predisposing factors like attitudes
towards health care were hardly utilized in these studies (Roberts et al., 2018). This is surprising
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because most mental illnesses are associated with avoidance of health services, which could be
assessed through the individual's attitudes towards illness and healthcare services (Boerema et
al., 2016).
Among the enabling factors, insurance status, USC, income, employment status, and
region have all been linked to the use of health services (Boerema et al., 2016; Deb & Miller,
2017; Fortney et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2018). Needs factors are the most proximal factors
associated with health services use. They are the strongest predictors of health services use in
many sub-populations of people with mental illness (Graham et al., 2017). Self-evaluated health
status, disability, or functioning have all been associated with healthcare use in individuals with
mental health problems (Roberts et al., 2018).
In the vulnerable domain of the Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population, factors like
the receipt of public benefits, mental health status, and country of birth were postulated to affect
individuals' healthcare utilization (Gelberg et al., 2000). For example, Small (2010) found a
positive correlation between the use of public benefits and receiving mental health treatment
among people with co-occurring disorders and other mental health comorbidities.
In conclusion, the use of Gelberg-Andersen's Behavioral Model for Vulnerable
Population in conjunction with other models to conceptualize our study seems appropriate for
several reasons. Both of the factors that we are interested in evaluating have been operationalized
under this model's constructs with solid literature backing. The model has been used in different
settings and for different subpopulations and has been good for predicting or explaining
healthcare use. It is designed for vulnerable populations like our study population, and it fits well
with the other models/concepts that we used to enhance this model. Therefore, it provides a solid
foundation for us to lay our conceptual framework.
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Conceptual Framework for Aims I &II
We conceptualized our research aims as follows: the association between having a USC
(a need factor) and healthcare use (healthcare utilization) can be influenced by both traditional
and vulnerable domains of the Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population. Within the
traditional domain, predisposing factors (age, sex, marital status, race, and education), enabling
factors (uninsured status, the region of the country, and income), and need factors (limitations,
comorbidities, and health status) could play vital roles influencing healthcare use. The
determinants of healthcare utilization that could play a role for this subpopulation in the
vulnerable domain are the use of public benefit and country of birth.
Predisposing

Enabling

Factors

Factor

Age

USC

Need Factors

Vulnerability

Utilization

Factors

Health Status

Public Benefit

Health Care
Use

Sex

Uninsured

Comorbidities

Acculturation

Status
Race/Ethnicity

Region

Functional
Limitations

Education
Marital Status
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework Depicting the Association between USC and Healthcare
Utilization in Individuals with SPD
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We will also use the Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population to conceptualize aim II
since healthcare use has a direct impact on healthcare expenditure. So, we are going to extend
healthcare use to explain individual healthcare expenditures via economic principles. The
economic concept of moral hazard dictates the lesser the financial burden of healthcare, the more
individuals are likely to use health services (Shavell, 1979), and this will increase their
expenditures. This was well illustrated in the famous Rand Health Insurance Study that found an
inverse relationship between healthcare utilization and expenditures with co-payment without
concomitant effect on health outcomes (Manning et al., 1987). Hence insured individuals with
lower cost-sharing will be more likely to use health services and have a higher healthcare
expenditure than those with higher cost-sharing. Therefore, elements of insurance like costsharing can affect healthcare expenditures through healthcare use irrespective of the actual
healthcare needs. Furthermore, better-coordinated care could also reduce waste when healthcare
is used and thereby reduce the cost and expenditures of healthcare services. For example, having
a USC, which is associated with better care coordination, is also associated with decreased
healthcare costs (Damiano et al., 2006).
To conceptualize this aim, we will require a construct that will measure the moral hazard
that is associated with the expenditures we measure. Using this construct, we will modify the
Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population as follows (see Figure 2.)
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Predisposing

Enabling

Factors

Factor

Age

USC

Health Status

Public Benefit

Sex

Region

Comorbidities

Acculturation

Race/Ethnicity

Need Factors

Vulnerability

Utilization

Factors

Health Care Use

Functional
Limitations

Education

Cost Sharing

Healthcare
Expenditure

Marital Status
Figure 2. Conceptual Framework Depicting the Association between USC and Expenditures in
Individuals with SPD
Conceptual Framework for Aim III
Although the 6th version of the Andersen model uses satisfaction as one of the endpoints
of healthcare utilization, the model is still deficient in its ability to explain some crucial
determinants of patient satisfaction. Conceptualizing patient satisfaction has always been a
challenging task for health services researchers. For example, it is not entirely uncommon to
have contradictory results when patient satisfaction results are compared with direct complaints
(Baker, 1997). This has led to theories that attempted to conceptualize patient satisfaction from a
psychological and social standpoint (Baker et al., 2003). However, studies on these theories
could only effectively validate the patient expectation components of the theories. Besides, the
theories did not conceptualize other non-psychological determinants of patient satisfaction. In
response to this need, Baker developed the Pragmatic Model of Patient Satisfaction (the
17

Pragmatic Model), which explained the relationship between factors that determine patient
satisfaction in 1997 (Baker, 1997). Baker viewed satisfaction as an attitude (evaluative judgment
of care received). The author explains that since different elements of care elicit different levels
of satisfaction, then patient satisfaction is multi-dimensional. For example, in an inpatient
facility, a patient may be satisfied with the hospital's hygiene, but at the same time not satisfied
with the ambiance of the facility. The implication of this is that overall satisfaction is a result of
satisfaction with different individual elements of care. Also, satisfaction in different elements of
care depends on the type of clinical setting. A serene environment might not be as important to
patients attending an outpatient facility as it is to patients of an inpatient facility; hence,
satisfaction could only be adequately explained if one takes into account the type of clinical
setting where it is measured. Furthermore, since patient satisfaction is an attitude towards care,
then patient characteristics will have an effect on both the evaluation of care and the importance
of different elements of care. Several studies have utilized this model to measure patient
satisfaction, and they have found that, in addition to these constructs (Baker, 1990; Baker, 1991;
Baker, 1996; Baker et al., 2003), the need for care also plays an essential role in explaining
patient satisfaction. Other studies that used this model have also shown that having a USC is
highly associated with satisfaction levels (Baker et al., 2003).
Using a hybrid of the Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population and the Pragmatic
model to conceptualize the third aim, we started with constructs they have in common. Both
models posit that demographic factors affect satisfaction, albeit through different pathways.
While the Pragmatic model explains that demographic factors influence the prioritization of
elements of care through patient healthcare needs and the actual perception evaluative attitude to
satisfaction itself, the Andersen model views the influence of demographic factors on satisfaction
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via healthcare utilization (since it creates the avenue for formulating the evaluative judgment).
Healthcare utilization is itself a component of the Pragmatic model where it is captured as
Interaction with Healthcare. By using the Pragmatic model, we can thus more efficiently explain
the elements of healthcare utilization that have a bearing on satisfaction level (see figure 3.)
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Figure 3. Conceptual Framework Depicting the Association between USC and Patient
Satisfaction in Individuals with SPD
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Psychological Distress
Concept and Definition
Psychological distress has long been used to identify individuals with an emotional
problem as a first stage screening for a more in-depth clinical assessment (Myers et al.,1975).
The use of psychological distress to identify persons with mental illness can be traced back as
early as the World War II era (MacMillan, 1957). Nonetheless, the nature of psychological
distress has remained a point of contention among many scientists. While some view it as just a
transitory response to stress, others view it as a psychological disorder or a marker of mental
illness (Horwitz, 2007; Mulder, 2008; Wheaton, 2007).
Consistent with this ambiguity if concept within the field, definitions and
operationalization of psychological distress vary widely between studies (Drapeu et al., 2012;
Karasz et al., 2003; Masse et al., 1998; Tanaka & Huba, 1984; Veit & Ware, 1983). Drapeu and
colleagues (2012) reported that psychological distress is commonly used as an indicator of
mental health in clinical research but is often loosely operationalized. The view that
psychological distress is a symptom of a psychological disorder rather than a disorder itself is
evident in many definitions of psychological distress. For example, the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders 5th Edition (DSM-5) defined psychological distress as "a range of
symptoms and experiences of a person's internal life that are commonly held to be troubling,
confusing, or out of the ordinary" (American Psychiatric Association, 2013 pp 827). Mirowsky
& Ross (2002) also defined psychological distress as "a state of emotional suffering
characterized by symptoms of depression."
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In addition to the complexity in conceptualizing psychological distress, this condition is
often confused with stress. In a concept analysis, Ridner (2004) attempted to distinguish between
stress, biological distress, and psychological distress. The author explains that while both stress
and distress are a non-specific response to stressor or demand, stress is harmless, whereas
distress is harmful to an individual experiencing it. Ridner further delineated psychological
distress from biological distress, defining the former as being psychological and the latter as a
physiological process. Ridner defined psychological distress as "the unique discomforting,
emotional state experienced by an individual in response to a specific stressor or demand that
results in harm, either temporary or permanent, to the person" (Ridner, 2004, p. 3). This
definition is in tune with Wheaton's description of psychological distress as a state of emotional
disturbance that results in a significant reduction of social functioning and quality of life of an
individual (Wheaton, 2007).
It is also not uncommon to find studies that refer to psychological distress as depressive
symptoms or depressive symptoms as psychological distress. This is mostly because a depressive
symptom is a major manifestation of psychological distress (Thorpe et al., 2006). Regardless of
how psychological distress is conceptualized, a point that remains clear is that individuals with
psychological distress represent community members with a debilitated state of mind that may
need mental health attention.
Measurement of Psychological Distress
Researchers have utilized numerous scales to identify individuals with psychological
distress in the community. The use of scales started with the use of dimensional scales (an
instrument that assigns a score on continuous scale to determine illness as opposed to a
categorical yes/no system) to measure non-specific psychological distress and could be traced
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back to the end of the World War II era (Kessler et al., 2002). For example, the 22-item Langner
Scale was used in the Midtown Manhattan Study in the 1960s (Srole et al., 1962). Later,
dimensional scales went out of vogue and were replaced by fully structured research diagnostic
interviews. These interviews became the standard measures of psychopathology in the
community (Kessler et al., 2002). The move towards fully structured interviews gave rise to
instruments like the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) (Robins et al., 1988)
and Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) (Robins et al.1981). From a policy perspective, the
need for using severity of mental illness to allocate scarce resources rather than just its diagnosis
became strong. Dimensional scales made a comeback because of the growing need to distinguish
community cases based on severity instead of purely based on diagnosis (Kessler et al., 2002).
Currently, there are several scales that measure non-specific psychological distress in the
community.
A good example of a scale that measures non-specific psychological distress in the
community is the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ), which Goldberg developed in the 1970s.
It has been used extensively in different cultures and settings (Goldberg & Blackwell, 1970;
Golderberg & Williams, 1988; Jacob et al., 1997; Montazeri et al., 2003). It has several versions,
ranging from the original 60-item instrument (GHQ-60) to shortened versions (GHQ-30, the
GHQ-28, the GHQ-20, and the GHQ-12 versions). Another well-used instrument to assess
psychological distress is the Short Form 36 (SF-36) from Medical Outcome Survey (Ware &
Sherbourne, 1992). It measures eight domains which include an individual's mental health.
Although there are several scales that are currently in use as dimensional measures of
non-specific psychological distress in the community, most of them are cumbersome and were
not developed using modern psychometric methods to maximize precision in the clinical range
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of the population distribution (Kessler et al., 2002). Therefore, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention commissioned Kessler and colleagues to develop a shorter and more reliable
measure of capturing psychological distress in the community for the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS). This effort led to the development of a ten-question and a six-question scale,
which are commonly referred to as the Kessler-10 (K10) and Kessler-6 (K6) scales for
measuring psychological distress. As the name implies, K10 and K6 are 10-item and 6-item
scales, respectively. They are non-specific psychological distress scales (they measure
psychological distress rather than a particular mental health disorder) used to screen for mental
illness or as a marker for mental illness severity.
The K6 scale is an abbreviated version of the K10 scale. The K6 scale asks respondents
how often they experienced feelings of worthlessness, nervousness, hopelessness, restlessness,
effort, and depression within the past 30 days. The questions use a 5-point Likert scale ranging
from zero (none of the time) to four (all of the time) for all responses. The score from each
question is summed to form a Kessler-6 scale that ranges from 0 to 24. Individuals that score
lower than 13 are referred to as having in No Psychological Distress (NPD), and individuals that
score 13 and above are considered to have Serious Psychological Distress (SPD) (Pratt et al.,
2007).
Since its development, the Kessler-6 scale has been widely used both in the United States
and internationally (Easton et al., 2017). It has good psychometric properties and internal
consistency. For example, when the K6 was validated against some DSM-IV disorders by
Kessler and colleagues, they found Area Under the Curve of 8.3 (Kessler et al., 2003). Its
internal reliability was also high (Cronbach’s α=0.83). This scale has also proven to be a better
scale for measuring psychological distress than many established scales of psychological distress
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measurement. For example, in a study done by Furukawa and colleagues (2003) to assess the
performance of the K6 and K10 against the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ), GHQ-12 was
significantly outperformed by both the K6 and K10 in identifying CIDI/DSM-IV mood and
anxiety disorders. Hence, for this study, we used the K6 scale to identify psychological distress.
Distribution and Characteristics of Psychological Distress
Several studies based in the United States have measured the distribution of
psychological distress and the characteristics of individuals with psychological distress.
However, depending on the time point, measurement scale, and how psychological distress was
conceptualized, the prevalence of psychological distress in the United States will differ (Johnson,
2014). A recent estimate of SPD's national prevalence using the Kessler-6 scale showed that 13%
(95% CI=11.1%,16.5%) of adults have SPD in the United States (McGinty et al., 2020).
Although this prevalence might be unnaturally high due to the crisis of COVID-19, prior
evidence indicates a rise in the prevalence of psychological distress. SPD rose from 3.0% in
2006 to 3.9% in 2018 (National Center for Health Statistics [NCHS], 2019; Weissman et al.,
2015; McGinty et al., 2020).
The prevalence of psychological distress in the U.S. varies according to several
sociodemographic characteristics. The 2018 National Health Interview revealed that Americans
between the ages of 45-64 years have the highest burden of SPD (Prevalence= 4.5%, 95%
CI=3.95,5.09), with those who are 65 and over carrying the least burden. Women are also more
likely to be SPD (female=4.8% versus male=2.9%) after adjusting for age (NCHS, 2019).
Individuals with SPD are more likely to be divorced and reside in rural areas compared to those
with NPD (24% versus 12%). However, this study did not find racial disparity in SPD after
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adjusting for age and sex. The adjusted prevalence of SPD in adults of Hispanic ethnicity was
4.7%, for non-Hispanic whites was 3.8% and for non-Hispanic black was 3.7% (NCHS, 2019).
The effect of psychological distress on the health and functioning of individuals has been
well-researched. Psychological distress has also been found to be associated with a decrease in
levels of social, physical, and occupational functioning (Duvdevany et al., 2011), cardiovascular
diseases (Zupancic, 2009), higher symptom severity (Hasler et al., 2010) and impaired quality of
life (Chachamovich et al., 2010; Prihodova et al., 2010). Psychological distress is also closely
associated with self-harm (Leiner et al., 2008).
Psychological distress has also been associated with a host of negative healthcare
activities. When Weissman and colleagues (2017) examined the disparities in health care
utilization in this population from 2006 to 2014, they found that adults with SPD had greater
odds of lacking adequate funds for medications (aOR=10.0, 95% CI = 9.1, 10.9) and health care
(aOR=3.1, 95% CI =2.8, 3.4) compared to adults without SPD. Their results also showed that
these individuals experienced delays in care (aOR=2.7, 95% CI = 2.5, 2.9) and changed their
usual place of health care more often than their counterparts (aOR=1.5, 95% CI = 1.3, 1.8). In
addition, individuals with SPD had higher odds of experiencing ADLs' limitations (aOR=3.6,
95% CI = 3.0, 4.2) compared to those with no SPD. Research has shown that individuals with
psychological distress often avoid healthcare services. For example, Ye and colleagues (2012)
found that the likelihood of avoiding a doctor even when there is a need to seek healthcare was
higher in individuals with SPD than those without SPD (aOR=1.64, 95% CI=1.08-2.48).
Individuals with SPD were also more likely to not see a doctor for fear that they have a serious
illness (aOR=1.99, 95% CI=1.15-3.44) or are dying (aOR=2.15, 95% CI=1.12-4.11).
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Psychologically distressed individuals also have a significant impact on the economy.
Psychological distress is associated with a decrease in productivity and an increase in economic
loss. For example, in Australia, Hilton and colleagues found a $ AU5.9 billion yearly loss due to
the decrease in employee productivity brought about by psychological distress (Hilton et al.,
2010).
Psychological Distress and Healthcare Utilization
There is abundant evidence to support the association between psychological distress and
high utilization of different forms of healthcare services. The high utilization of health services
by this population could be partly attributed to their poor health status (Pratt et al., 2007). Still,
high utilization was evident even in studies that adjusted for comorbidities and health status. For
example, in a national representative sample, Weissman and colleagues (2017) found that adults
with SPD had 3.2 times the odds of having more than ten doctor visits in a year compared to
adults with no SPD, after adjusting for demographic characteristics and health condition of the
study participants (aOR=3.2, 95% CI= 2.9,3.4). A previous national study using MEPS panel
data also found that after adjusting for confounders of healthcare utilization as identified by
Andersen Model, individuals with SPD had 3.09 more office visits (95% CI: 2.09, 4.08)
(Dismuke & Egede, 2011). Individuals with SPD were also three times more likely to have had
higher than nine doctor visits compared to non-SPD adults (39% compared with 13%, adjusted
for age) (Pratt et al., 2007). A study on the trend and relationship between healthcare utilization
and psychological distress between 2003 to 2014 in the United States indicated that although the
proportion of adults with SPD that have more than three visits in a year decreased (0.4%), the
decrease was at a lower rate compared to adults with no SPD (0.05%). Adults with SPD
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represented the highest percentage of those with more than three outpatient visits throughout the
study (Xiang et, 2016).
Similarly, there is an association between psychological distress and increased frequency
of hospitalizations and home health visits. Dismuke and Egede's study found that individuals
with SPD had 0.84 more inpatient admissions than those with no SPD (95% CI: 0.36, 1.32) and
2.93 higher home health visits (95% CI: 0.13, 5.70). From 2003 to 2014, there was a disparity in
hospital admissions between those with SPD and those who did not have SPD (Xiang et al.,
2016). Although the hospitalization proportion of both groups decreased, those with SPD had a
slower reduction (Xiang et al., 2016).
Psychological distress also has been linked to Emergency Department (ED)
utilization. In 2014, Stockbridge and colleagues analyzed the Medical Expenditure Survey to
examine a longitudinal relationship between psychological distress and emergency use. They
found that adults with SPD had 59% higher odds of having one or more ED visits in a year
than adults without SPD (aOR=1.56, 95% CI = 1.15, 2.20). Dismuke and Egede (2011) found
a 0.27 increase in ED visits in individuals with SPD than those with no SPD (95% CI: 0.17–
0.36). Also, they found a dose-response relationship between the level of psychological
distress and the frequency of ED utilization. The same association was found in adults with
multimorbidity by Alhussain and colleagues in 2017. They found that, compared to adults
with multimorbidity with no psychological distress, psychologically distressed adults with
multimorbidity were 61% more likely to use ER even after controlling for confounding
factors (aOR = 1.61, 95% CI = 1.26, 2.04). Similarly, the adjusted odds ratios of ER visits
among asthma patients that have SPD is 2.6 times higher compared to asthma patients who do
not have SPD (aOR = 2.62, 95% CI: 1.65, 4.16) (Becerra, 2017)
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Conversely, SPD is linked with decreased use of dental services, at least among the
elderly. Thorpe et al. (2006) found a 3% decrease in the likelihood of receiving annual dental
check-ups in elderly with SPD compared to elderly without SPD (aOR= 0.77, 95% CI = 0.610.97). When Xiang and colleagues (2015) assessed psychological distress's effect on dental visits
in community-dwelling adults, they found no association between these two variables. The
difference in the total number of dental visits by SPD status was not statistically significant in a
multivariate analysis adjusting for covariates. The authors alluded to the fact that the finding was
intriguing because in the same study the participants with SPD reported high healthcare visits.
So, they hypothesized that these individuals might have had access to only specialty providers
that did not offer dental check-ups. Han and colleagues (2015) also found no association between
SPD and dental visits in patients with a cancer history.

Psychological Distress and Healthcare Expenditure
Accompanied by the heavy use of medical care, adults with SPD also have higher
healthcare expenditures. Dismuke & Egede (2011) reported that SPD was associated with a
$1,735 annual increase in total healthcare expenditures for adults (95% CI: $702–2,769). They
also reported higher office, ED, and home health expenditures. While examining the trends in
healthcare expenditures and outpatient healthcare from 1997 to 2004, Pirraglia et al. (2011)
found an $11,954 (95% CI= $7,704, $13,646; p <.001) mean increase in total healthcare
expenditures for adults with SPD compared to those with low or no SPD. Using a national
representative dataset, Xiang and colleagues (2015) found that from 2008 to 2010 communitydwelling adults with SPD had 20% higher total dental expenditures when compared to those with
no SPD [95% CI = 1.00-1.45]. Cancer survivors that suffer from SPD spent $4,431 (95% CI=
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$3,419‐$5,443) more on medical services than survivors without SPD each year (Han et al.,
2015).
Psychological Distress and Healthcare Quality
Psychological distress has also been associated with low perceived healthcare quality.
A national study found that there is a negative association between psychological distress and
overall healthcare quality. The study reported that individuals with SPD were 58% less likely
to rate their healthcare quality as good or excellent (aOR=0.42, 95% CI=0.27, 0.65). Also,
satisfaction as an indicator of healthcare quality has been well-documented to be negatively
associated with psychological distress. As early as 1982, Green and colleagues found a
negative correlation between psychological distress and satisfaction with healthcare services
(Greenley et al., 1982). In a more recent study, Jiali and Ruth (2010) used the Health
Information National Trends Survey to assess the association between psychological distress
and patient satisfaction. They found that after controlling for confounding variables, there was
a negative association between psychological distress and satisfaction with a healthcare
provider.
Among cancer patients, those who were highly satisfied with their medical care had
lower SPD levels (Goldzweig et al., 2010). They reported that individuals that were satisfied
with their healthcare had lower Brief Symptom Inventory score means (M=59.06, SD=10.77)
compared to those that had less satisfaction (M=61.83, SD= 9.98) (t(894) = 3.17, p=0 .002). In
2015, Abtahi and colleagues found an association between psychological distress and patient
satisfaction in patients with spinal cord injury. In this study, the mean score for patients'
satisfaction with their provider (94.2 ± 12.0) in the normal group was higher than the mean
score in the distressed group (90.6 ± 24.0) (Abtahi et al., 2015). Sheikh, Qayyum and Panda
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(2019) found a negative correlation between psychological distress and patient satisfaction for
hospitalized patients. They found that for every unit increase in psychological well-being as
measured by Brief Inventory of Thriving (BIT), there was a 0.26% (95% CI:0.17, 0.36,
p<0.001) increase in mean satisfaction scores as measured by the Tool to Assess Inpatient
Satisfaction with Care from Hospitalists (TAISCH) questionnaire. Boinon et al. (2018)
examined the relationship between psychological distress and patient satisfaction for patients
going through a breast cancer testing. The authors found a negative association between
psychological distress and satisfaction with doctors' interpersonal skills and availability, and
also with wait time.
Contrary to the findings mentioned earlier, there are results that did not find a
relationship between psychological distress and patient satisfaction. For example, Hossain et
al. found no association between psychological distress and patient satisfaction in patients
after primary total hip arthroplasty in the United Kingdom. However, the study suffers from
selection and referral bias and the authors acknowledged that their finding might not be
generalizable to the general population or even other patients undergoing or awaiting total hip
arthroplasty.
Usual Source of Care
Definition Usual Source of Care and its Attributes
A Usual Source of Care (USC), also known as a regular place of care, is defined as a
particular person, doctor's office, clinic, health center, or other places where an individual
receives care or seeks medical advice (DeVoe et al., 2003). As an essential for continuity of care
and an integral part of quality of care, USC is considered the hallmark of primary care (Alpert &
Charney, 1973; Du et al., 2015; Starfield, 1992; McWhinney, 1975). Research indicates that a
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possible mechanism through which USC improves patient outcomes is by being a conduit for
establishing a more "robust" relationship between patients and their providers, exemplified by
longer and less conflictual relationships in which the provider has adequate knowledge of the
patient's symptoms (Du et al., 2015).
Literature suggests that having a USC has myriad patient-level and healthcare system
benefits (Fullerton et al., 2018; DeVoe et al., 2012; Sox et al., 1998; Starfield et al., 2005;
Weissman et al., 1991). Having a usual source of care is reported to increase access to the quality
of healthcare received and improve patient outcomes (Fullerton et al., 2017; Starfield et al.,
2005). Also, individuals who have access to a regular place of care are more likely to have health
insurance coverage and improved health status (Finkelstein et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2019; Szilagyi
et al., 2004). Since the usual source of care serves as an essential platform in primary care and
presents a channel to tertiary health care services, having a USC has added benefits. For
example, researchers found that having a USC significantly improves primary care access
(DeVoe et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2019; Moon and Choi, 2018). It also enables the appropriate
coordination of patients from primary care facilities to tertiary care institutions. Numerous
studies showed that USC improves care coordination for patients, especially those with
comorbidities who have complex medical requirements (Liaw et al., 2014; Stockbridge et al.,
2014).
Furthermore, individuals who have a usual source of care, especially those with complex
medical needs, have the considerable advantage of having better continuity of care when
compared to those without a usual source of care and better health outcomes (Fullerton et al.,
2018; Rosenblatt et al., 2000). This advantage is likely a result of the benefits of receiving care
from a physician who has an established relationship with a patient. Under these circumstances,
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patients may receive health services that are more appropriate to their needs (DeVoe et al., 2012;
Du et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2019; Villani & Mortensen, 2013).
There is also evidence suggesting that lack of a USC is associated with a delay in
obtaining appropriate medical treatment (Ettner, 1996). Individuals without a USC had 1.8 times
higher odds of delaying healthcare they need compared to those with USC (Weissman et al.,
1991). They reported lack of time (OR=2.0), thinking problem not to be serious (OR=1.5), and
high cost (OR=5.0) as the primary reasons for delaying care. Having a USC has been shown to
have numerous long-term effects. Individuals with a regular source of care have an increased
likelihood of better access and use of preventive health services like cancer screening and
cardiovascular disease prevention (Blewett et al., 2019; DeVoe et al., 2003; DeVoe et al., 2012;
Xu et al., 2002).
Both USC and health insurance are critical components of access to preventive services.
Beyond having health insurance, a USC plays a crucial role in increasing health education and
preventive services. DeVoe et al. (2012) reported the effects of insurance status and USC on the
receipt of preventive services in children. The report found that children with a USC, in addition
to health insurance, had a higher rate of receipt of preventive services and health education
compared to children with only health insurance coverage. More so, Sox et al. (1998) found USC
to be a stronger predictor of the timely receipt of preventive services than health insurance status
in adults.
Usual Source of Care, Utilization, and Healthcare Expenditures
Healthcare services are used for several reasons, including diagnosis and treatment of
disorders, maintenance of healthy body function, and obtaining information on health status. The
use of healthcare services is also largely determined by factors like the need for care, the choice
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to obtain care, knowledge of the need for care, and access to care (National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [NASEM], 2018). Access to a usual source of care, which
serves as a point of entry into the medical system, could critically influence both the knowledge
of the need for care and access to care, thereby affecting healthcare utilization.
Several studies have found that having a usual source of care is associated with decreased
inpatient and outpatient use and significant emergency visit reductions. When Villani and
Mortensen (2013) using the MEPS examined the association between USC and the use of
emergency department for nonemergent conditions, they found that patients who had better
access to USC had less ED use for nonemergent care. Similarly, a cross-sectional study by Liaw
and colleagues in 2014 found that Americans without USC had a heavy reliance on the ED. They
found that in the Medicaid population that participated in the MEPS, 17.6% of those without
USC used ED for 50% of their ambulatory healthcare needs compared to only 7.8% for those
with a USC. A study found even after adjusting for insurance, lack of a usual source of care
increased the likelihood of using an ED because of accessibility rather than acuity of their
condition (Janke et al., 2015). In a prospective cohort study, Coller et al. (2015) found that
having a USC was associated with fewer readmissions in children. They found an adjusted odds
ratio of 0.54 (95% CI= 0.30, 0.96) for readmission between those with USC and those that had
no USC. In 2018, Fullerton and colleagues found an association between USC and healthcare
spending in Medicaid beneficiaries with mental illness. They found that those with a USC spent
less on ED visits and 30-day all-cause readmissions. Korea, Kim et al (2019) also found that
individuals with USC spent 20% less on inpatient admissions (95% CI= −0.32, −0.06, p=0.007)
and 25% less on clinic expenses (95% CI= -0.34, -0.15 p=<0.0001) compared to those with no
USC.
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It is important to note that a few studies found the opposite association between
healthcare use and USC. Weber et al. (2005) found that adults with no USC were 25% less likely
to visit an ED compared to those with a private physician USC (OR= 0.75 95% CI=0.67, 0.82).
However, this comparison was with a particular type of USC (private physician), and the study
did not adjust for baseline health characteristics. When Gill (1997) examined the Medicaid
claims data of patients aged 64 and younger in Delaware, the author found that USC was not
associated with a decrease in the likelihood of hospitalizations for the Medicaid population.
However, Gill considered a patient to have USC if he or she made 50% of their visits to one
primary care physician in the study year. This assessment differs from the usual way of
operationalizing USC (usually ascertained through a question that asks if there is a particular
place or person a respondent regularly goes to get medical advice or care). Also, Levine and
colleagues (2019) used the MEPS to show that after adjusting for propensity scores there was no
difference in the number of outpatient (mean difference (MD)=0.8, 95% CI= 0.2, 0.8), ED
(MD=0.0, 95% CI= −0.1, 0.0), and inpatient (MD= 0.0, 95% CI=0.0,0.0) encounters between
adults with USC and those without a USC.
Overall, most of the studies support that having a USC is strongly associated with
healthcare use. In particular, USC is mostly associated with decreased ED visits, inpatient
admissions, and inappropriate use of EDs. Finally, having a USC is linked with decreased
medical spending.
Usual Source of Care and Healthcare Quality
Literature shows that having access to a usual source of care is associated with patient
satisfaction (Fullerton et al., 2018; Schur & Albers, 1996). In a study using the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey data, Spatz et al. (2010) found having a USC to be positively
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associated with the likelihood of receiving treatment in patients with hypertension and
hypercholesterolemia. Hence, patients without USC, despite having hypertension and
hypercholesterolemia, had a lower likelihood of being treated for their respective chronic
diseases. Fullerton et al. (2018) found a positive effect of USC on several quality measures in
Medicaid beneficiaries. Compared to those with no USC, adults in the sample with USC had
improved compliance with 7 of 15 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS)
measures (all p < .05). They had better compliance with diabetes and cardiovascular disease
management.
Levine and colleagues (2019) found that having a USC (primary care) is associated with
a better healthcare experience. They reported that patients with USC have a high rating for
physician communication (64%) compared to those without a USC (54%) (difference= 10.2%,
95% CI, 7.2%-13.1%; P < .001).
In summary, the benefits of USC on healthcare utilization, expenditures, and quality have
been well-established for the general public and other groups. However, these benefits have not
been well-evaluated in a population facing mental health problems.
Gap in Literature
There is scant literature on the relationship between USC and healthcare utilization,
expenditures, and quality in individuals with mental illness. We also found no study on this
relationship in individuals with psychological distress who represent community members with
mental health needs. One study that we were able to identify on the relationship between USC
and healthcare utilization, expenditures, and quality is a 2018 paper by Fullerton and colleagues.
The study utilized claims data to assess this relationship in the adult Medicaid population with
some selected mental illnesses. Their results showed that individuals with a USC were 16% less
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likely to have an inpatient admission related to a physical health condition (p < .05). They also
reported that Medicaid beneficiaries with a USC had a 14% lower likelihood of being admitted
for an ambulatory care sensitive condition (p < .05). Those with a USC had an 11% reduction in
30-day all-cause readmissions than those with no USC (p < .05). They did not find a statistically
significant association between USC and ED, although they found a 19% reduction in ED visits
for adults with USC compared to those without a USC (p = .05).
When Fullerton and colleagues evaluated the relationship between having a USC and healthcare
spending, they found that those with a USC had a significant reduction in spending for ED visits
(β = −59) and 30-day all-cause readmissions (β = −348). They also found that USC was
associated with various healthcare quality measures for individuals with mental illness. For
example, those with a USC had better compliance with 7 of 15 HEDIS measures (p < .05).
Conceptual Framework
Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Populations
In 1968, Ronald M. Andersen developed the Behavioral Model of Health Services Use to
conceptualize the determinants of health care use (Ansersen, 1969). This model, popularly
known as the Andersen Model, is a multilevel model that uses individual-level and contextual
characteristics to understand why people use health services. It postulates that other contextual
and individual-level factors predict health care use, in addition to the need for health care
services (Babitsch et al., 2012). Hence, the model proposes predisposing, enabling, and need
factors as the determinants of healthcare use. The model has been applied extensively to study
healthcare use and cost in many settings (Babitsch et al., 2012; Homan, 2017). It has also been
revised and explicated several times.
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In 2000, Gelberg, Andersen, and Leak proposed a modification of the Andersen Model to
improve the understanding of healthcare use in vulnerable populations. They believe that some
characteristics of vulnerable people, like mental illness, substance abuse, and emotional abuse
may exacerbate their medical needs and impede their ability to obtain care (Gelberg et al., 2000).
So, they expanded on the Andersen model by including additional factors to consider when
studying this population. They retained the original individuals level factors of the Andersen
Model (predisposing, enabling, and need factors) and named them the Traditional domain. They
also added a new group of factors to the model and termed them the Vulnerable domain. The
vulnerable domain also has predisposing, enabling, and need factors. Furthermore, the new
model extended the outcome beyond healthcare use. It incorporated the outcome of healthcare
use like patient satisfaction and health outcomes, as shown in figure 4.

Culled from Gelberg et al., 2020

Figure 4. The Behavioral Model of Vulnerable Population
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Applying the Behavioral Model of Vulnerable Population
We chose to use the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model of Vulnerable Population to
conceptualize our research questions. This model has previously been used to study the effect of
mental distress, homelessness, and hepatitis on healthcare use (Austin et al., 2008; Stein et al.,
2007; Stein et al., 2012). In line with other studies that have used this model, we conceptualized
our research as follows.
Traditional Domain
These are the contextual and individual-level factors that influence health services use.
They include the predisposing, enabling, and need factors.
Predisposing factors:
These are the characteristics of individuals that predispose them to use health services.
The factors alone do not cause individuals to use health care, but they are associated with its use.
In our study, we will use age, sex, race, education, and marital status. For example, age is
intimately related to illness, health care use, and expenditures (Institute of Medicine,1900;
Sawyer & Claxton, 2019). Even though age does not cause disease, older people tend to have
more health issues, and with deteriorating health comes health care use and spending. There is
also a gender difference in the use of health services (Cameron et al., 2010). Education level is
associated with the use of health care like preventive services (Fletcher, 2009). In a systemic
review of the factors related to the use of health services in persons with mental illness, Roberts
and colleagues (2018) found gender, ethnicity, marital status, and education level to be
associated with health care use. There is substantial literature suggesting the positive effect of
marriage on health and health care use (Pandey et al., 2019). Moreover, age, race, and education
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have all been identified as determinants of access to a USC (Hammond et al., 2011; Lasser et al.,
2006; Nothelle et al., 2018).
Enabling factors:
These are the factors that help individuals acquire healthcare or facilitate its use. For
example, factors like insurance status, income, and region included in our study have all been
associated with health services use (Boerema et al., 2016; Deb & Miller, 2017; Fortney et al.,
2012; Roberts et al., 2018). These same factors have also been associated with access to a usual
source of care (Nothelle et al., 2018).
Need factors:
These are the most proximal factors that prompt the utilization of health services. For our
study, we believe that comorbidities, perceived health status, and functional limitations will have
a bearing on health services use. The number of chronic conditions, health status,
limitations/disabilities were all linked with possession of a USC in previous studies (Nothelle et
al., 2018; Roberts et al., 2018)
Vulnerable Domain
These are the essential contextual and individual-level factors that influence the use of
health in vulnerable populations. They are also subdivided into the predisposing, enabling, and
need factors. For this domain, we will be operationalizing the predisposing and enabling factors
via country of birth and public benefit, respectively. For example, there is a positive association
between the receipt of public benefits and the use of mental health services (Small, 2010). Being
foreign-born is also associated with access to healthcare services (Hunt, 2009; Waidmann &
Rajan, 2000) (see figure 1 for the depiction of our conceptual framework for Aim I).
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For the second aim, we understood that healthcare expenditure is not only determined by
health care use but the cost of the health services used and its volume. Based on the economic
concept of moral hazard, we also know individuals who have a lower financial burden after
utilizing a service tend to use that service more often (Shavell, 1979). In health care, this was
proven by the Rand Health Insurance Study. The study found an inverse relationship between
healthcare utilization and expenditures with copayment without a concomitant effect on health
outcomes (Manning et al. 1987). Therefore, copayment or a proxy of this has to be used to adjust
for the impact of moral hazard (see the conceptual framework in figure 2).
For the third aim (aim III), we borrowed from the Pragmatic Model of Patient
Satisfaction (Pragmatic Model) to augment the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model of
Vulnerable Population. The Pragmatic Model explains the relationship between factors that
determine patient satisfaction (Baker, 1997) (see figure 5). It views satisfaction as an attitude and
believes patient satisfaction is multi-dimensional. For this reason, one must account for
satisfaction with the individual component of care to truly understand satisfaction with total care.
Both the Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Population and the Pragmatic model posit that
demographic factors affect satisfaction, albeit through different pathways. In the Pragmatic
model, demographic factors influence the prioritization of elements of care. On the other hand,
the Andersen model believes that demographic factors influence satisfaction via healthcare
utilization (since it creates the avenue for formulating the evaluative judgment). Also, health care
utilization is itself a component of the Pragmatic model where it is captured as interaction with
health care. Thus, we used both models to efficiently explain the elements of healthcare
utilization that have a bearing on satisfaction level (see figure 3.)
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Culled from Backer (1997)

Figure 5. The Pragmatic Model of Patient Satisfaction
Summary
We started by reviewing past literature that examined the concept of psychological
distress to understand our study population, adults with psychological distress, adequately. In
this review, we found out that psychological distress is conceptualized in different ways by
different researchers. Some view it as a symptom of mental illness, while others view it as a
transitory response to stress. To clarify this, Ridner et al. (2004) further delineated psychological
distress from other types of stress and distress by qualifying psychological distress as a nonspecific psychological response to stressor or demand that is harmful to an individual. There are
several instruments for measuring psychological distress, with the Kessler-6 scale being one of
the well-adopted scales. It has good psychometric properties and internal consistency and has
since been used to identify individuals with SMI in the community for targeted interventions by
policymakers and researchers.
After exploring the literature surrounding the concept of psychological distress, we explored
previous works on the relationship between psychological distress and healthcare utilization,
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expenditures, and healthcare quality. We found the bulk of literature supports the assertion that
adults with serious psychological distress use healthcare services more than their counterparts,
except for dental visits. They also have higher healthcare expenditures and are less satisfied with
the healthcare they receive. As a possible solution to the issues individuals with psychological
distress are facing, we explored the literature that examines the effect of having a usual source of
care on healthcare expenditures, utilization, and patient satisfaction. Here we found that having a
usual source of care is associated with reduced healthcare utilization, especially ED and inpatient
use. It is linked with decreased healthcare spending and associated with an increase in perceived
healthcare quality.
Lastly, we searched for literature on how USC affects these factors (healthcare
utilization, expenditures, and satisfaction) in a population with mental illness or any form of
mental disturbance, but we only found one study. Fullerton et al. (2018) examined this
relationship in Medicaid beneficiaries that have some selected mental disorders. They found an
association between having a USC and a decrease in the use of ED and inpatients services, a
decrease in expenditure, and an increase in patient satisfaction. While this study is useful, its
findings cannot be generalized to all Americans with mental health problems because their study
sample was specific to the Medicaid population and those with a particular mental illness
diagnosis. As measured by the K6 scale, psychological distress is a non-specific measure of
distress for individuals in the community. This is important since not everyone with a serious
mental illness (SMI) or mental health problem presents to the clinic for diagnosis, so relying
strictly on diagnosis to identify people with mental health needs in the community is less than
optimum.
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CHAPTER 3
Methods
Data
Overview
The Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) will be utilized for this study. The MEPS is a
longitudinal national survey conducted by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ) and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) (Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality [AHRQ], 2019). It captures data on access, utilization, and expenditures on health
services, among other health information, for civilian non-institutionalized Americans. The
survey has been ongoing since 1996 and consists of two major components. First is the
Household Component (HC), which captures data on Americans' demographic characteristics,
healthcare access, utilization, and expenditures. This component also records information about
the satisfaction respondents have with the healthcare services they receive. Second is the
Insurance Component (IC), otherwise known as the Health Insurance Cost Study, which collects
information on employees' insurance plans from select private and public sector employers. In
addition to the two major components, MEPS also elicits information directly from providers in
the Medical Provider Component (MPC). The sole purpose of the MPC is to supplement or
replace information collected during the HC survey. The last component of the survey, The
Nursing Home Component (NHC), was discontinued after 1996.
The Medical Expenditure Panel Survey draws its sample from the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) respondents from the preceding year. It uses an overlapping panel design to
collect data from the survey respondents. Each MEPS panel is selected from the prior year's
NHIS sample frame, and the panel goes through five rounds of interviews over the course of two
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calendar years. During the second year of each panel, a new panel is introduced to the survey
creating an overlap between the first panel's second year and the second panel's first year. Over
the course of the study, data from each household is collected in a series of in-person interviews
conducted with a Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) tool. The single-family member
(respondent) provides information about himself/herself and other family members.
Since the MEPS sample is a subset of the NHIS sample from the prior year, MEPS sampling
is intricately connected to the complex sampling technique utilized by NHIS. The NHIS uses a
stratified multistage sample design and oversamples some population segments. The NHIS
divides the country into Primary Sampling Units (PSU), and each PSU represents a county or a
group of adjacent counties. Next, Secondary Sampling Units (SSU) are created. The SSUs are
made up of census blocks or tracts representing a cluster of houses. The last stage involves
selecting individuals' households within the SSU. Another striking feature of NHIS is
oversampling minorities by ensuring homes of African Americans and Hispanics are sampled at
2 and 1.5 times more than other households, respectively. The oversampling of minorities has
recently been extended to Asian households. The rationale for oversampling minorities is to
improve their representation in the sample, thereby producing more reliable national estimates.
Since MEPS is drawn from the NHIS, it preserves much of its precursor survey's sampling
features in addition to oversampling of minorities, Blacks and Hispanics. Owing to this complex
sampling technique, the analysis of MEPS requires researchers to account for weights, strata, and
PSU to obtain unbiased treatment effects and standard errors. The response rate for the House
Component (HC) of MEPS ranged between 46-56.3% for panel 14 to 20 (AHRQ, 2019).
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Figure 6. Medical Expenditure Panel Survey Panel Design
IRB Approval Statement
A human subjects research review application was filed to the University of Memphis'
Institutional Review Board Under the Exempt category. Exempt approval is reserved for studies
with minimal risk and falls under one of the review categories under federal regulation 45 CFR
46. The category our research falls under is the "Analysis of previously-collected, identifiable
info/specimens." Therefore, it was determined by the University of Memphis' that our study did
not meet the Office of Human Subjects Research Protections definition of human subject
research and 45 CFR part 46 and did not need an IRB permission.
Study Design
Aim I
For this aim, we used a cohort study design to analyze the longitudinal MEPS panels 14 to 20,
corresponding to 2010 to 2017. A cohort design is an observational study design that identifies
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the exposure status of a sample and follows the sample over time to assess the development of an
outcome (Barrett & Noble, 2019). Our study is considered a cohort design because the study
population, adults with serious psychological distress, were identified in year one of each panel
and followed for a year. This was done using data from a two-year longitudinal survey, MEPS.
The exposure of interest, access to a usual source of care, was also ascertained in the first year of
the study, year one of each MEPS panel. Using data from the second year of the longitudinal
survey, the outcome of interest, healthcare utilization was measured for different exposure
categories. For this study, the use of 7 panels, panel 14 to 20, was to enhance the study's power
by increasing the sample size.
Aim II
Similar to Aim 1, we also utilized a cohort study design to evaluate the relationship between
access to a usual source of care and healthcare expenditures for adults with serious psychological
distress. For this aim, we also used the MEPS longitudinal dataset from panels 14-20 to analyze
the relationship. The sample included adults with SPD, and the exposure of interest (USC) was
identified at the beginning of the study (year one of each panel). For each panel, the total
healthcare expenditures (outcome) of its second year were collected.
Aim III
Aim III utilized the same study design (cohort) as Aim I & II. Exposure (USC) was identified
in the first year of each panel, and the study population (adults with SPD) were followed for at
least one year before measuring the outcome of interest (satisfaction).
All covariates for the three aims were measured in the first year of the study. The cohort study
design we have utilized for all three aims predisposes our findings to a number of internal
validity threats. We took several measures to minimize those threats. We used a propensity score
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analysis to ensure we accounted for confounding characteristics. We were also careful in
selecting our inclusion and exclusion criteria to reduce selection bias. For example, those with
the emergency department as their USC were excluded from our analysis. We removed
respondents lost to follow-up and the respondent with no utilization for the patient satisfaction
analysis. Our exposure and outcomes were clearly defined and measurable. The short duration of
follow up (2 years) and non-invasiveness of the survey was helpful in reducing attrition (attrition
was less than 5%). We also measured the different attrition between the two groups to ensure
balance between groups.
Data Management
The MEPS datasets come in approximately seventeen different files, which can be
complicated and hard to manage. To make the data more manageable, we used the Integrated
Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) for the MEPS website to download our data. The IPUMS
MEPS, a National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) funded project,
is a website that offers integrated data files for each year of the MEPS with the options of
preselecting variables and years of interest before downloading the dataset (Blewett et al., 2019).
The goals of IPUMS MEPS are to provide researchers with harmonized MEPS-HC data over
time, to make the use of the longitudinal household component of more accessible and easier to
use, and also to facilitate the linking of MEPS-HC data with NHIS (Blewett et al., 2019).
Study Population
Aim I
Adults with Serious Psychological Distress
We used Kessler-6 (K6) scale to extract individuals with serious psychological distress,
our study population. Developed by Kessler and colleagues in 2002, the K6 scale measures non-
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specific psychological distress scales (rather than a particular mental health disorder) in the
community. The scale asks respondents how often they experienced feelings of worthlessness,
nervousness, hopelessness, restlessness, effort, within the past 30 days. The questions use a 5point Likert scale ranging from zero (none of the time) to four (all of the time) for all responses.
The score from each question is summed to form a Kessler-6 scale that ranges from 0-24.
Individuals that score lower than 13 are referred to being in No Psychological Distress (NPD),
and individuals that score 13 and above are considered to have Serious Psychological Distress
(SPD) (Pratt et al., 2007). Prochaska and colleagues (2012) later recategorized the scale to
include a category of individuals with Moderate Psychological Distress (MPD). They placed
individuals that score lower than five in the NPD category, those that score from 5 to 13 were
considered to have MPD, and individuals that score 13 and above are considered to have SPD.
In the original study of Kessler and colleagues (2002) the Kessler-6 scale was validated
against DSM-IV/SCID (gold standard) in America. The results showed that it has good precision
at approximately 99th percentile range of the population distribution and consistent psychometric
properties in different sociodemographic subsamples. In 2003, a psychometric analysis of K6
revealed that its Area Under the Curve (AUC) is 8.6 for predicting DSM-IV disorders (Kessler,
et al., 2003). The scale has also been translated and used in different settings and cultures
without losing its internal consistency. For example, compared to its original reliability when it
was developed in English (Cronbach’s α=.83), Easton et al (2017) found the scale maintained its
high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α= .81) even after translation to Arabic. It has also proven
to be a better scale for measuring psychological distress than many established scales of
psychological distress measurement. For example, in a study done by Furukawa and colleagues
(2003) to assess the performance of the K6 against the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ),
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GHQ-12 was significantly outperformed by the K6 in identifying CIDI/DSM-IV mood and
anxiety disorders. Therefore, we used this scale to identify our population of interest.
To identify our study population, adults with serious psychological distress in panels 14 to 20
of MEPS, we began by extracting the entire record of respondents who participated in MEPS
from 2010 to 2017 from IPUMS (163,509 unweighted participants over the 7-year period). Next,
we removed minors (individuals below 18 years), leaving us with 119,338 respondents.
Respondents from panel 13 in their second year of the study in 2010 and those from panel 21 in
their first year of the study were also excluded because these respondents will have an
incomplete follow-up. This reduced the total number of respondents from 119,338 to 95,197.
After excluding respondents who were not asked the Kessler 6 (K6) questions for psychological
distress, our sample size further shrunk to 83,378. Individuals who were not asked the K6
questions did not meet the Self-Administered Questionnaire (SAQ) requirement in MEPS. The
inclusion criteria for SAQ are being an adult who is alive and non-institutionalized, who has
remained on the US mainland, who is not in a military facility, and who has participated in round
2/4 interviews. Finally, we extracted individuals identified as having SPD in their first study year
(those that scored 13 to 24 on the Kessler 6 scale) and had a response to the usual source of care
question narrowing our sample size to 3,895. Six hundred and fifteen respondents were lost to
follow-up so our final sample for Aim I and II was 3,280.
Hence, the study's inclusion and exclusion criteria are as follows:
Inclusion criteria:
a) Respondents that are 18 years and above (Adults)
b) A respondent that has serious psychological distress in year one of the study, defined by
having a score of 13 and above on the K6 scale.
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c) Respondents that participated in panel 14 to 20 of MEPS
Exclusion criteria:
a) Lost to follow up in year two of the survey
b) Respondents that were not asked K6-questions
c) Respondents with moderate or no PD
d) Respondents that did not answer the USC questions
A close visual inspection of our sample after all inclusion and exclusion criteria have been
applied compared to the raw sample indicates that they have similar characteristics (we did not
examine statistical difference) (Table 1)
Table 1 Comparison between Study Sample and Overall Sample
Variable Name

Sample

Overall

n

%

n

%

Yes

2512

77.5

53328

75.4

No

768

22.5

21527

24.6

White

2,288

79.7

52,524

79.7

Black

706

12.2

15,087

11.8

Other

286

8.1

8,470

8.5

Male

1,183

39.9

35,005

48.4

Female

2,097

60.1

41,076

51.6

Usual Source of Care

Race

Sex
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Table 1. Comparison between Study Sample and Overall Sample (Continued)
Variable Name

Sample

Overall

n

%

n

%

Unmarried

1,011

28.9

23,154

26.9

Divorced

1,123

33.2

15,653

19.5

Married

1,146

37.8

37,274

53.6

Less than College

1,814

48.4

34,629

37.9

Some College or more

1,443

51.7

40,825

62.1

Northeast

452

14

12,220

18.0

North Central/Midwest

673

22.4

14,479

21.5

South

1,336

40.1

28,788

37.0

West

819

23.4

20,592

23.5

No

613

16.5

14,073

12.8

Yes

2,667

83.5

62,008

87.2

Yes

1,207

36.9

19,002

26.1

No

2,056

63.1

56,450

73.9

Marital Status

Education

Region

Uninsured Status

Limitation
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Table 1. Comparison between Study Sample and Overall Sample (Continued)
Variable Name

Sample

Overall

n

%

n

%

Poor

100

3.6

13,912

19.8

Fair

293

12.8

24,959

37.6

Good

868

36.9

23,780

31.1

1,238

46.6

10,228

11.5

No

2,012

68.4

62,910

89.3

Yes

1,257

31.6

12,492

10.7

643

13.1

20,559

17.0

2,636

86.9

55,448

83.0

Health Status

Excellent
Food Stamps

Place of Birth
Outside US
US

Aim II
•

Serious Psychologically Distressed Adults with at least a Single Visit

For this aim, we utilized the same sample that was used for evaluating Aim I (see Aim I for
the inclusion and exclusion criteria).
Aim III
•

Serious Psychologically Distressed Adults with at least a Single Visit

For Aim III, we excluded those with no healthcare utilization in their second year of study,
which left us with 2,881 respondents. The rationale for excluding those with no healthcare
utilization is because satisfaction is an evaluative judgment of care received. Hence, we can
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logically assume that respondents who did not receive any healthcare service cannot formulate a
valid judgment about healthcare satisfaction.

Figure 7. Flowchart identifying adults with serious psychological distress among panel 14 to 20
of MEPD
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Variables and Measures
Aim I
For Aim I, we measured the primary independent variable (exposure) and six dependent
variables (outcomes of interest). The covariates for this aim were identified using the constructs
from the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Populations.
•

Primary independent variable

The primary independent variable or exposure in this study was access to a usual source of
care. Questions about access to a usual source of care were measured in each panel survey's first
and second year. For this aim, we assessed USC in the first year of the survey and the variable
was a binary variable. The survey recorded this variable through the question, "Is there a place
that you USUALLY go to when you are sick or need advice about your health?". If the response
was "Yes, has a usual place" or "There is more than one place," then the individual was
considered to have access to a USC. Conversely, if the answer to this question is "No, does not
have a usual source of care," then the respondent was considered not to have access to a USC. In
cases when a respondent answered “Yes” to the usual source of care question but indicated that
"Hospital emergency room" is their USC, we categorized that respondent as not having access to
a USC.
•

Dependent variables

Information about respondents' healthcare utilization was ascertained at the end of each year
of the longitudinal survey. The annual outpatient visits, office-based physician visits, emergency
department visits, hospital discharges, home health visit days, and dental visits were recorded.
The variables that measure healthcare utilization are reported as counts. For this aim, we utilized
the different types of healthcare utilization for each respondent at the end of their second year of
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the survey. Hence, the dependent variables were the following healthcare utilizations at the end
of the survey's second year:
a. Annual office-based physician visits
This variable captured the total number of office-based medical provider visits during the
year, i.e., visits that happened in office-based settings or clinics. The office-based visits also
involve visits for consultation with either physicians or non-physician providers.
b. Annual outpatient visits
The annual outpatient visits measure the total number of outpatient medical provider visits
during the year. Annual outpatient visits include visits to consult either physicians or nonphysician providers in outpatient settings and clinics (these are locations attached to a hospital).
c. Annual emergency department visits
The annual emergency department visit variable measures the total number of emergency
room medical provider visits made by a respondent during the calendar year. It includes
physician and non-physician provider related encounters in the ED.
d. Annual hospital discharges
Annual hospital discharge is the total number of hospital discharges a respondent had during
the year. The variable includes both hospitalizations with same-day discharge and those where a
night or more were spent in the hospital before discharge.
e. Annual home health visit days
This variable captures the total of annual days a respondent received visits from paid or
unpaid home health care providers. We excluded the unreimbursed visits that were made by
informal caregivers.
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f. Annual dental visits
This variable measures the respondents' total annual number of dental care visits (general
dentists and orthodontists).
•

Covariates

The choice for covariates for each type of healthcare utilization in this study was guided by
the conceptual framework we developed using constructs from the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral
Model for Vulnerable Populations. The variables include those belonging to the traditional
predisposing, enabling, and need variables of the Andersen model, in addition to the vulnerable
variables from the Gelberg-Andersen model.
a. Predisposing Factors
i. Age
Every respondent's age was measured at the end of each round of the MEPS interview. We
used this variable as a continuous variable.
ii. Sex
Defined as categorical: male or female
iii. Race
Race was a self-reported variable, which was then recategorized into white, African
American/black, and other
iv. Marital Status
It was also a self-reported categorical variable that reports marital status as married-spouse
present, married-spouse not in the household, married-spouse in the household unknown,
widowed, divorced, separated, never married, or unknown marital status. We recoded the
variable into Unmarried, Divorced, and Married.
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v. Educational attainment
This is a self-reported variable regarding the highest education level a respondent has
achieved. We recategorized the variable into those that have less than a college education, some
college education and above, and others.
b. Enabling Factors
i. Uninsured Status
This is a binary variable that records the insurance coverage status of respondents. The
response was either No, has coverage or Yes, has no coverage
ii. Income
This was measured as a percentage. Specifically, it is the respondent's Current Population
Survey (CPS) family income as a percentage of the federal poverty line. The categories were
poor (<100% of poverty line), near poor (100-124% of poverty line), low income (125-199% of
poverty line), middle income (200-399% of poverty line) and high income (>=400% of poverty
line).
iii. Region
Each respondent's census region as of the 31 st of December of each survey year was recorded
as a categorical variable: Northeast, Mid-west, South, and West.
c. Need Factors
i. Limitations
This variable was self-reported and captured whether a respondent reported having either an
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL), functional
or activity limitations (such as difficulties in walking, climbing stairs, reaching overhead,
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grasping objects, lifting, standing for long periods of time, bending, or stooping). It is a binary
categorical variable (Yes/No).
ii. Health Status
Respondents rated their health status as either excellent, very good, good, fair or poor.
iii. Comorbidity
We created a composite cumulative score of medical conditions (comorbidities) each
respondent had by summarizing the total number of these conditions. Conditions considered
were stroke, hypertension, emphysema, diabetes, high cholesterol, heart condition, heart attack,
coronary heart disease, asthma, arthritis/rheumatoid arthritis/gout/lupus/fibromyalgia, angina,
and cancer. This was treated as a continuous variable, Comorbidities.
d. Vulnerable
i. Public Benefit
We considered whether a member of the respondent's family received food stamps from the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) that year. The variable was dichotomous,
and group respondents based on whether a family member of the respondent received food
stamps as an indication of using public benefits.
ii. Nativity
The variable measures if respondents were born in the United States. We recategorized it into
those born in the US and those who were not born in the US.
C. Panel Year
We also used panel year as a covariate. Panel year is the specific cohort that a participant
belongs. This is important because there are changes in healthcare over the study period that
could influence USC and healthcare outcomes, therefore confounding their associations.
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Aim II
Aim II variables were measured the same way variables for Aim I were measured except for the
dependent variable (the outcome of interest), copayment/coinsurance, and type of insurance.
•

Dependent variable
The dependent variable for this aim is total annual healthcare expenditures. Total annual

healthcare expenditures is the total of direct payments for medical care associated with an
individual in a year. This figure includes out-of-pocket expenses and payments by the insurance
of the respondent. We utilized the total annual healthcare expenditures of the second year for
each panel as our outcome.
•

Covariates
In addition to the covariates for aim I, we also adjusted for moral hazard through

copayment/coinsurance, and we replaced uninsured status with type of insurance.
a. Copayment
There was no variable that captured copayment in the MEPS data, so we had to compute
a proxy variable. We took the ratio of annual direct out-of-pocket expenditure and annual cost of
health services, subtracted it from one, and we converted it into a percentage.
b. Insurance type
This is a categorical variable that records the insurance coverage status and type of
insurance for respondents. The response was either private, public, others, or uninsured.
Aim III
There are minimal differences in the variables used as covariates in Aim III compared to
Aim I&II. The primary independent variable is also the same as in Aim I & II, but the dependent
variable for this aim is different.
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•

Dependent variable
Healthcare satisfaction was the outcome assessed for this aim. Satisfaction was measured

by the rating of all healthcare received in the last 12 months by a respondent. Respondents were
asked to rate the healthcare they received on a zero to ten scale, with zero being the worst
healthcare and ten being the best healthcare experience. “Using any number from 0 to 10, where
0 is the worst health care possible and 10 is the best health care possible, what number would
you use to rate all your health care in the last 12 months?” We used the rating of the second year
of each panel and categorized as bad experience (scale 0-5) and good experience (scale 6-10).
•

Covariates variable

In addition to the covariates that we utilized for Aim I&II, we added self-reliant health
attitude because of the effects of expectation on satisfaction. For example, the Discrepancy
Theory postulates that dissatisfaction results when the outcome of a healthcare visit deviated
from the subject's initial expectation (Berry, 1997).
a.

Self-reliant health attitude
This variable measures the self-reliant health attitude. Respondents were asked to rate their

agreement with the statement, "I can overcome illness without help from a medically trained
person" using a Likert scale.
Data Analysis
Our primary unit of analysis for all the three aims was the individual respondent. We
conducted an exploratory, descriptive analysis to assess the distribution of the independent
variables. In the descriptive analysis, we assessed the frequency distributions of all the
categorical respondent characteristics pertinent to our study. We assessed the means, medians,
inter quartile ranges and standard errors of the continuous variables we used in the analysis. We
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also assessed the distribution of the respondents’ characteristics across the two groups (those
with a USC and those with no USC) using Chi-square test. After that, we conducted a propensity
score analysis to ensure a balance of confounders between those with a USC and those with no
access to USC.
Propensity score analysis was introduced in 1983 by Rosenbaum and his colleague to help
better equate groups in cohort studies (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983). It is defined as "the
conditional probability of receiving the treatment, given the observed background covariates"
(Stuart & Green, 2008, p2). The rationale behind conducting a propensity score analysis was
that, in theory, it would eliminate or reduce selection bias and make the study-groups more
comparable. Propensity score analysis usually involves conducting a regression with the groups
of interest as the dependent variable and the potential confounders as the independent variables.
A propensity score, the probability of belonging to a group, is generated from the regression
(ranges from 0-1). This propensity score may be used to perform matching, adjust covariates,
stratify, or weight the analyses.
Over the years, this technique has become widely used in healthcare and clinical research. A
review of the application of propensity score methods by Sturmer and his colleagues revealed a
seven-fold increase in the use of propensity analysis in clinical research (Stürmer et. al., 2005).
There are also indications that propensity score is beneficial over adjusting for covariate using
regression in many cases (Drake, 1993; Cepeda et al., 2003). Although some studies suggested
propensity score models are equivalent to traditional regression models, there are other studies
that indicated that propensity score models have advantages over traditional regression models in
many cases (Cepeda et al., 2003; Drake, 1993; Desai & Franklin, 2019; Stürmer et al., 2005).
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For each aim, we conducted a propensity score analysis by running a logistic regression with
USC as the dependent variable and the suspected confounders for each aim as the predictor
variables (see Appendix 1 for list of variables that were included in the propensity score
analysis). This produced a propensity score, which was basically the probability of having a USC
based on the set of covariates in the analysis. We used this propensity score to adjust for
confounding in the regression analysis of each aim.
Aim I
•

Empirical Models and Estimation Strategies: Zero-inflated negative binomial model

We utilized the Zero Inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) model to test out hypotheses on the
relationships between access to a usual source of care and healthcare utilization. The dependent
variables (outpatient visits, ER visits, home health days, office-based visits, number of hospital
discharges, and dentist visits) were characterized by being non-negative, positively skewed, and
lacking non-trivial fractions of zeroes (see Table 2). These properties call for a count model for
statistical evaluation. Upon a closer examination, the outcomes of interest have a high degree of
excessive zeros and overdispersion. The distribution of the outcome variables led to our choice
of ZINB because of the model's ability to handle over dispersed count data with a critical mass at
zero, which is typical for healthcare utilization data. The power of simultaneously accounting for
overdispersion and excess zeroes makes ZINB advantageous over Zero-Inflated Poisson (ZIP)
and Negative Binomial (NB) when analyzing data with similar distribution to ours (Ridout et. al.,
2001). ZINB has the ability to distinguish the effect of USC on the non-use of health services
from the impact of USC on the level of healthcare utilization.
William H. Green in 1994 proposed the Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Model (ZINB).
The model was created to address the Poisson and Negative Binomial models’ failure to
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accommodate a degree of excess zeros in a count data that could camouflage as overdispersion.
ZINB model's ability to distinguish between excess zeroes and overdispersion makes this model
a superior statistical technique for handling over dispersed count data that has overinflated zeroes
compared to ZIP and NB models. One of ZINB model's prevailing assumptions is that two
separate processes are responsible for the over-inflated zeroes. For this study, zero utilization of
health services might be because the respondent did not have any need for healthcare. On the
other hand, the zero utilization might be due to the effect of access to USC or lack of it. ZINB
does this by modeling the probability of the zeros Pr{Y=0} = π+(1−π) (1+αμ) −1/α (where α is the
over-dispersion parameter) separate from the expected count. It also analyzes the expected count
and variance E(Y)=(1−π) μ and var(Y)=(1−π) μ (1+μ(π+α)), respectively. In plain terms, the
ZINB first models the probability of zero utilization and then tests the level of healthcare
utilization.
The Zero-inflated negative binomial model has been widely used in outcomes research,
especially when modeling healthcare utilization. The use of the ZINB model for modeling
healthcare utilization could be traced back to as early as 1996, just two years after Green
proposed it. Freund et al. in 1996 used the ZINB model to examine the effect of managed care on
healthcare utilization. The ZINB model was used by Moon and Shin in 2006 to explore the
relationship between dual eligibility and health care utilization among Medicare beneficiaries
using the same MEPS data (1996-2000). In 2011, Azagba and Mesbah examined the relationship
between psychosocial working conditions and healthcare services utilization using the ZINB
model. More recently, Thanh and Rapoport in 2017 used the ZINB model to evaluate whether
Canadians with a usual source of care (a regular physician) have higher utilization of healthcare
services than those with no USC. Also, using the ZINB, Dashputre et al. (2020) assessed the
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association between primary care access and health care utilization for patients with obesityassociated chronic conditions in medically underserved areas.
For this study, we performed the Vuong test to determine the appropriateness of using the
ZINB over other models. Then for each type of utilization, we used the ZINB model to
determine the association between having a USC, and both use and frequency of use for that
service.
Statistical model: φ (yi,θ| X) = φ(yi , B, γ|Zi , USCi )
φ NB probability density function
i individual index
y annual healthcare utilization
θ coefficient of incorporation
x independent variable
z propensity score representing the probability of having USC
B coefficient for Zi
γ coefficient of USC.
Table 2. Excess Zeroes and Overdispersion of Healthcare Utilization Variables.
Healthcare Service

Non-Users (zeroes)

Overdispersion

Freq (%)

Mean (variance)

Hospital outpatient visits

565 (76%)

0.1 (13.4)

ER visits

2180 (69%)

0.55 (1.24)

Home health days

2844 (90%)

0.24 (0.54)

Office-based visits

2395 (18%)

10.3 (304)

Hospital discharges

2671 (85%)

19 (11,733)
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Table 2. Excess Zeroes and Overdispersion of Healthcare Utilization
Variables (Continued).
Healthcare Service

Dentist visits

Non-Users (zeroes)

Overdispersion

Freq (%)

Mean (variance)

2348 (74%)

0.59 (2.2)

Aim II
•

Empirical Models and Estimation Strategies: Multivariable linear regression

A multivariable or multiple linear regression was utilized for this aim. A multivariable linear
regression is an extension of the simple linear regression. It models the relationship between
multiple explanatory variables and an outcome variable by fitting a linear equation to observe the
data (Eberly, 2007; Uyanık & Güler, 2013). It is usually employed when the researcher suspects
that the outcome being studied may be associated with multiple predictor variables (Uyanık, &
Güler, 2013). The general assumptions for multiple linear regression are the same as simple
linear regression, and they include the assumption of a linear relationship between the
independent and dependent variables, independence, normality of residual distribution, and
homoscedasticity, among others (Aiken et al., 2012; Eberly, 2007).
For this aim, we used the multivariable linear regression to model the association between our
outcome (expenditure) and exposure (USC) while controlling for an additional covariate
(Propensity Score). Because the expenditures data were extremely skewed to the left and violated
one of the model's assumptions, we log-transformed the expenditures data to make the
distribution normal.
Statistical model: yi=β0+β1xi1+β2xi2+ϵ
i=n

observations:
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yi=Expenditure
x1=USC
x2=Propensity Score
β0=y-intercept
βp=slope coefficients for each explanatory variable
ϵ=the model’s error term - residuals
Aim III
•

Empirical Models and Estimation Strategies: Binary logistic regression

Multiple binary logistic regression was used to model the effect of access to USC on patient
satisfaction. Logistic regression or logit models explain the relationship between a dependent
variable, which is categorical, and an independent variable that could take any form of data
(Nick & Campbell, 2007). A logistic regression shares some but not all the assumptions of linear
regression. For example, they both share the assumption of independence between the
observations and the absence of multicollinearity. Also, a logistic regression assumes there is a
linear relationship between the independent variables and the log odds of the dependent variable.
For a binary logistic regression, the model assumes that the dependent variable is dichotomous
(Peng et al., 2002; Nick & Campbell, 2007).
Multiple logistic regression can model the relationship between a binary outcome with either
categorical or continuous predictors. Hence, this model has been ubiquitously applied in
observational analysis when there is a need to adjust confounding variables (Kirkwood & Sterne,
2010; LaValley, 2008). A logistic regression model takes the natural logarithm (log) of the odds
as a regression function of the predictors.
Statistical model: ln[odds(Y=1)] = β0+β1xi1+β2xi2
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ln = Natural log
yi=Healthcare Rating (Y=1 Good vs. Y=0 Poor)
x1=USC
x2=Propensity Score
β0=y-intercept
Consequently, taking the exponential of β1, we would get the odds ratio corresponding to a 1unit change in X (LaValley, 2008).
For the three aims, we adjusted for the complex survey design by accounting for the
weight (PSUANN), clusters (STRATANN), and strata (SAQWEIGHT) to ensure the
generalizability of the study and to correct estimation of effect size and standard errors. Data
cleaning, exploratory analysis, and propensity score analyses were conducted using SAS version
9.4. For the ZINB and NB analyses, modified 'pscl' Survey (version 1.5.5) packages were used
on R (Version 1.3.1093) (Lumley, 2010). We used SAS version 9.4 for the binary logistic
regression. Statistical significant levels were set at 0.05, and non-overlapping confidence
intervals were used.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
Aims I & II
Table 3 presents the sample characteristics of the adults with SPD that were used to
analyze aims I and II in our study. Overall, 30,931,555 respondents (which were represented by
3280 unweighted respondents) were included in our analyses. Most respondents had access to a
usual source of care (77.5%), were white (79.7%) and female (60.1%). Married respondents
accounted for a little over one-third of the sample (37.8%), and more than half of the study
sample had at least some college education (51.7%). The largest proportion of the respondents
reside in the southern region of the United States (40.1%), followed by those that live in the
West (23.4%) and North Central/Midwest (22.4%). Most of the respondents reported having
neither a functional or activity limitation (63.1%) and were either in good (36.9%) or excellent
(46.6%) health. Less than one-third of the respondents had used public benefits (31.6%) or were
classified as poor (32.2%) during the first year. An overwhelming majority of the respondents
were born in the United States (86.9%) and had healthcare insurance (83.5%). The sample had an
equal proportion of respondents with private insurance (41.9%) and public insurance (41.7%).
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Overall

Access to Usual Source of Care

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples
Variable

79.7

1,026,313

5,244,326

N

123,720

97,631

353,955

Std Err

10.3

2.2

3.3

17.0

%

14,823,834

9,145,424

1,827,298

2,762,629

19,379,330

N

530,422

388,575

163,635

200,463

730,262

Std Err

47.9

29.6

5.9

8.9

62.7

%

Yes

24623657
12.2

691,658

276,503

12.2

No

White
3788942

8.1

3,188,110

208,884

%

Black
2518956

39.9

3,774,187

n

Other

12333534

60.1

Independent Variable

Male

18598021

Yes
6,962,297

23,969,258
22.5

77.5

Sex

Race

Predisposing Factors

No

Usual Source of Care

Female

Access to Usual Source of Care

8930647

n

33.2

28.9

%

1,989,099

1,831,440

3,141,757

N

220,696

174,906

217,819

214,702

Std Err

11.2

11.3

6.4

5.9

10.2

%

12,443,916

11,396,517

9,723,716

8,456,653

5,788,889

N

457,453

536,717

434,102

376,323

318,623

Std Err

40.5

37.1

31.4

27.3

18.7

%

Overall

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples (Continued)
Variable

Unmarried
10288093
37.8

3,470,370

253,392

Yes

Divorced
11712815

48.4

3,433,023

No

Married

14866887
51.7

Marital Status

LS
15876938

Education

SC
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Access to Usual Source of Care

Northeast
6937672

4323803

n

40.1

22.4

14

%

1,696,897

2,879,167

1,701,461

684,773

N

198,931

176,656

226,367

200,648

121,165

Std Err

13.9

8.6

5.5

9.3

5.5

2.2

%

21,535,472

2,433,786

5,552,082

9,541,935

5,236,210

3,639,031

N

722,274

198,488

310,354

458,205

357,835

422,489

Std Err

69.6

7.9

17.9

30.8

16.9

11.8

%

Overall

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples (Continued)
Variable

NC/MS
12421102
23.4

2,660,248

259,548

Yes

South
7248978

16.5

4,302,049

No

West

5094034

83.5

Enabling Factors

Uninsured
25837521

Uninsured Status

Region

Insured

71

Overall

Access to Usual Source of Care

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples (Continued)
Variable

Uninsured

Public

Private

9,957,971

5,094,034

12,890,976

12,946,545

8.6

32.2

16.5

41.7

41.9

%

1,184,506

651,707

2,803,187

2,660,248

2,134,854

2,167,195

N

146,256

131,309

112,570

213,523

198,931

190,643

181,238

Std Err

2.3

5.2

3.8

2.1

9.1

8.6

6.9

7.0

%

3,976,931

6,156,212

4,664,688

2,016,643

7,154,784

2,433,786

10,756,122

10,779,350

N

299,594

359,674

268,276

205,232

368,109

198,488

502,678

487,778

Std Err

12.9

19.9

15.1

6.5

23.1

7.9

34.8

34.8

%

Yes

Poor
2,668,350
18.9

1,619,776

127,717

No

Near Poor
5,849,194

25.1

703,121

n

LI
7,775,988

15.1

Type of Insurances

MI

4,680,052

Income

HI
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Access to Usual Source of Care

Yes
19399616

11387223

n

3.6

63.1

36.9

%

773,747

408,592

3,157,752

3,737,628

N

221,282

107,310

78,084

235,515

242,807

Std Err

10.1

9.2

3.2

1.7

10.3

12.1

%

8,829,401

6,701,855

2,330,942

468,597

16,241,864

7,649,595

N

379,728

363,038

210,223

92,036

605,718

350,526

Std Err

36.5

27.7

9.6

1.9

52.8

24.8

%

Overall

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples (Continued)
Variable

No

877189
12.8

2,219,048

213,110

Yes

Poor
3,104,689
36.9

2,453,044

No

Fair
8,920,903

46.6

Need Factors

Good
11,282,445

Health Status

Limitation

Excellent
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Overall

Access to Usual Source of Care

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Aim I and II Samples (Continued)
Variable

Std Err

15.0

%

16,469,961

N

618,470

Std Err

53.4

%

Yes

N

285,944

No
%

4,607,675

n

68.4

Vulnerable Factors

21,077,637

Food Stamps
No

24.0

9.8

366,716

232,499

7,399,780

3,034,246

67.7

7.6

3.3

718,647

192,077

102,835

20,929,940

2,341,454

1,017,519

19.2

31.6

13.1
86.9

348,465

9,741,234

4,051,766

26,874,718

5,944,778

Yes
Place of Birth
Outside
US
US

Note: N= weighted frequency; n =unweighted frequency; %=percentage; Std Err= standard errors of weighted frequency; LC= Less than College;
SC= At least some College; LI= Low Income; MI=Middle Income; HI=High Income; NC/MW=North Central/Midwest
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The average age and number of chronic conditions for the sample was 47.2 (σ=0.39) and
2.4 (σ=0.04), respectively. On average, the respondents in our sample made 10.8 office visits
(σ=0.39), 1 outpatient visit (σ=0.1), and 8 home health visits (σ=0.86) in the second year of the
survey. The sample as a whole also had fewer than one hospital discharge (x̄ =0.2, σ=0.01),
dental visits (x̄ =0.7, σ=0.05) and emergency room visits in a year (x̄ =0.5, σ=0.02) (Table 4).
Table 4. Descriptive Statistics for Aims I and II Samples (Continuous Variable)
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care

Name
Overall

Yes

x̄

Σ

M

IQR

x̄

Age

47.2

0.4

47

24.6 49.5

No. CC

2.4

0.04 1.5 3.03

Office

10.8

0.4

1

ER Visits
Hospital

No
σ

M

IQR

x̄

σ

M

IQR

0.4

49.4

23.26

39.5

0.71

37.3 22.7

2.7

0.1

1.82

3.11

1.4

0.08

0.5

1.7

5

11.6 12.1

0.5

6.3

12.09

6.4

0.73

1.1

6.2

0.1

0

0.1

1.1

.11

0

0.3

0.6

0.19

0

0

0.5

.02

0

0.2

0.5

.03

0

0.28

0.5

0.04

0

0.1

0.2

.01

0

0

0.3

.02

0

0

0.2

0.02

0

0

8.1

0.9

0

0

9.9

1.1

0

0

1.8

0.6

0

0

Based Visits
Hospital
Outpatient
Visits

Discharge
Home
Health

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics for Aims I and II Samples (Continuous Variable) (Continued)
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall

Dentist Visit

Yes

No

x̄

σ

M

IQR

x̄

σ

M

IQR

x̄

σ

M

IQR

0.7

0.1

0

0.4

0.8

0.1

0

0.5

0.

.05

0

0

Note: x̄ =mean, M= median, σ = standard errors of weighted frequency, IQR= interquartile range; CC=Chronic Conditions

In our bivariate analysis on Table 5, the Chi-square test of independence showed that
there was significant association between having a USC and all the covariates except for
education, region, public benefit, and place of birth. Respondents that are whites (75.3%), X2(1, N
=)

=10.8, p =0.0275; females (54.2%), X2(1, N =) =13.9, p =0.004; and unmarried (45.1%) X2(1, N =)

=122.8, p <.0001; represent the highest proportions of those who had access to a USC. Those
with insurance (61.8%) X2(1, N =) =327.3, p <.0001; make up a significant portion of our sample
with USC access. More than half of the sample reported having USC also reported having a
limitation (54.2%) X2(1, N =) =119.8, p <.0001. Most of those who have a USC reported having
excellent health status (41.9%) X2(1, N =) =28.9, p =.0014, and poor (40.3%) X2(1, N =) =38.9, p
=.0001,
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Table 5. Bivariate Analysis between USC and Covariates in our study for Aims I and II
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care
No
N

%

Yes
StdErr

N

%

StdErr

X

19,379,330 80.9

1.1

10.8*

1.5

2,762,629

11.5

0.9

9.9

1.7

1,827,298

7.6

0.6

Male

3,188,110 45.8

2.5

9,145,424

38.2

1.1

Female

3,774,187 54.2

2.5

14,823,834 61.8

1.1

Unmarried 3,141,757 45.1

2.5

5,788,889

24.2

1.1

Divorced

1,831,440 26.3

2.5

8,456,653

35.3

1.1

Married

1,989,099 28.6

2.2

9,723,716

40.6

1.3

LC

3,470,370 50.3

2.2

11,396,517 47.8

1.4

SC

3,433,023 49.7

2.2

12,443,916 52.2

1.4

Predisposing Factor
Race
White

5,244,326

Black

1,026,313 14.7

Other

691,658

75.3

2.3

Sex
13.9**

Marital Status
122.8****

Education
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1.4

Table 5. Bivariate Analysis between USC and Covariates in our study for Aims I and II
(Continued)
Variable
Access to Usual Source of Care
No

Yes

N

%

StdErr

N

%

StdErr

X

684,773

9.8

1.7

3,639,031

15.2

1.6

14.1

NC/MW

1,701,461 24.4

2.5

5,236,210

21.8

1.3

South

2,879,167 41.4

2.6

9,541,935

39.8

1.6

West

1,696,897 24.4

2.2

5,552,082

23.2

1.2

2,660,248 38.2

2.0

2,433,786

10.2

0.8

61.8

2.0

21,535,472 89.8

0.8

Private

2,167,195 31.1

2.2

10,779,350 45.0

1.5

Public

2,134,854 30.7

2.1

10,756,122 44.9

1.4

Uninsured

2,660,248 38.2

2.0

2,433,786

10.2

0.8

Poor

2,803,187 40.3

2.2

7,154,784

29.8

1.3

9.4

1.5

2,016,643

8.4

0.8

LI

1,184,506 17.0

1.7

4,664,688

19.5

1.0

MI

1,619,776 23.3

1.9

6,156,212

25.7

1.1

1.7

3,976,931

16.6

1.2

Enabling Factors
Region
Northeast

Uninsured Status
No
Yes

327.3****

Insurance Type
327.4****

Income

Near Poor

HI

651,707

703,121

10.1
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38.9***

Table 5. Bivariate Analysis between USC and Covariates in our study for Aims I and II
(Continued)
Variable
Access to Usual Source of Care
No
N

%

Yes
StdErr

N

%

StdErr

X

119.8****

Need Factors
Limitation
Yes

3,737,628 54.2

2.4

7,649,595

32.0

1.1

No

3,157,752 45.8

2.4

16,241,864 68.0

1.1

Health Status
Poor

408,592

7.0

1.3

468,597

2.6

0.5

Fair

773,747

13.2

1.8

2,330,942

12.7

1.1

Good

2,219,048 37.9

2.9

6,701,855

36.6

1.4

Excellent

2,453,044 41.9

2.8

8,829,401

48.2

1.4

No

4,607,675 66.3

2.2

16,469,961 69.0

1.3

Yes

2,341,454 33.7

2.2

7,399,780

31.0

1.3

Not US

1,017,519 14.6

1.5

3,034,246

12.7

0.9

US

5,944,778 85.4

1.5

20,929,940 87.3

0.9

28.9***

Vulnerable Factors
Food Stamps
1.9

Place of Birth
1.9

Note: N= weighted frequency; n =unweighted frequency; %=percentage; Std Err= standard errors of weighted frequency; IQR= interquartile
range; LC= Less than College; SC= At least some College; LI= Low Income; MI=Middle Income; HI=High Income; NC/MW=North
Central/Midwest; *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001 ****p<0.0001
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After the propensity score analysis, the data of 820 respondents were removed due to
missing values for a response or explanatory variable. Among adults with SPD, those with a
USC have 0.8 times the rate of hospital discharges (IRR=0.8, 95% CI=0.65, 0.99) compared with
those with no USC. Also, they were 0.00003 times likely to have zero hospital discharges in a
year (aOR=0.00003, 95% CI=0.000002, 0.0005) compared to serious psychologically distressed
adults with no access to a USC. Serious psychologically distressed adults with a USC were 0.01
times likely to have zero visits in a year for office-based encounters (aOR=0.01, 95% CI=0.0006,
0.23) and 0.002 times likely to have zero visits in a year for hospital outpatient encounters
(aOR=0.002, 95% CI=0.001, 0.07). Among adults with SPD, those with a USC have 2.07 times
the rate of home health visits (IRR=2.07, 95% CI=1.7, 2.5) compared with those with no USC.
All other relationships between access to a usual source of care and healthcare utilization for
adults with serious psychological distress were not statistically significant (Table 6).
Table 6. Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Regression of Usual Source of Care and Healthcare
Utilization
IRR(Count)/
Variable

Estimated

aOR (Zero)

95% CI

p-value

Count

0.13

1.14

0.98 1.33

0.09

Zero

-4.41

0.01

0.0006 0.23

0.003*

Office Based Visits
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Table 6. Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Regression of Usual Source of Care and Healthcare
Utilization (Continued)
Variable
Estimated
IRR/ aOR
95% CI
p-value
Hospital Outpatient
Visits
Count

0.16

1.17

0.74 1.94

Zero

-4.41

0.002

0.001 0.07

****

Count

0.73

2.07

1.7 2.5

***

Zero

-0.02

1.02

0.44 2.32

Count

-0.006

0.99

0.81 1.21

Zero

0.26

1.17

0.57 2.42

Count

-0.22

0.81

0.65 0.99

Zero

-10.53

0.00003

Count

0.16

1.17

0.44 3.12

Zero

-1.74

0.17

0.001 21.18

Home Health Visits

ER Visits

Hospital Discharges
*

0.000009 0.0007 ****

Dental Visits

Note: Comparison if between those that have a USC and those with no access to USC (ref); IRR= Incident Rate Ratio; aOR= adjusted Odds Ratio
for excess zeroes; IRR(Count)/ aOR (Zero); *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001 ****p<0.0001

To examine the effect of having a USC on annual healthcare expenditures, we used a
multivariable linear model that adjusts for the respondents' propensity score. However, before we
conducted the regression, we had to log-transform the data to fit the linear regressions' normality
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assumption. Our model indicates that after adjusting for propensity scores, there was no
significant statistical association between having a usual source of care and lower healthcare
expenditures among community-dwelling adults. Hence, we failed to reject the null hypothesis
(Table 7).
Table 7. Multivariable Linear Regression Results for Health Care Expenditures
Variables

Log Estimate

%

Std Error

t value

pvalue

0.96006

161.2

0.10395

9.2

***<.0001

0.27

33.6

0.14505331

1.92

0.0564

Crude
Usual Source of Care
Yes
No (ref)
Adjusted
Usual Source of Care
Yes
No (ref)
Note: %=percentage

Aim III
For this aim, 27,648,405 respondents (represented by 2,881 unweighted respondents)
were included in our analyses. More than two-thirds of the respondents rated their healthcare
experience in their past 12 months as good (71%). The respondents were mostly white (80.2%),
had insurance (86.3%), did not receive public benefits (68.3%), and were born in US mainland
(87.5). The majority of the sample were females (62.4%) and did not have any limitation (66.3).
More than half of the respondents had at least some college education (52.8%). Respondents that
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were married (38.6%), had excellent health status (47.4%) and were from the South (39.8%)
represent the largest share in our sample (Table 8).
Table 8. Descriptive Statistics for Aim III Samples
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall

No

n

%

Bad

6,569,101

29.0

Good

16,082,770 71.0

N

Std Err

Yes
%

N

Std Err

%

1,214,772 146,635 5.4

5,354,329

352,302

23.6

2,187,483 216,843 9.7

13,895,287 505,249

61.3

Health Care Rating

Predisposing Variables
Race
White

22,134,115

80.1 3,883,109 301,638

Black

3,250,471

11.8

Other

2,235,255

8.1

Male
Female

700,806

14.1 18,251,006

672,231 66.1

87,326

2.5

2,549,666

194,594

9.2

557,156 115,623

2.0

1,678,099

154,260

6.1

10,383,645

37.6 2,042,641 215,585

7.4

8,341,004

373,709 30.2

17,236,196

62.4 3,098,429 211,388

11.2 14,137,767

490,588 51.2

Unmarried

7,496,044

27.1 2,163,319 176,899

7.8

5,332,725

301,150 19.3

Divorced

9,463,415

34.3 1,396,995 186,021

5.1

8,066,420

344,846 29.2

10,660,381

38.6 1,580,756 155,185

5.7

9,079,625

408,409 32.9

Sex

Marital Status

Married
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Table 8. Descriptive Statistics for Aim III Samples (Continued)
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall
n

No
%

N

Std Err

Yes
%

N

Std Err

%

Education
LC

12,944,698

47.2 2,428,780 178,471

8.9 10,515,918

487,029 38.3

SC

14,496,115

52.8 2,662,088 236,752

9.7 11,834,027

445,469 43.1

Enabling Variables
Region
Northeast

3,935,515

14.2

543,322 103,327

2.0

3,392,193

382,756 12.3

NC/MW

6,255,225

22.6 1,312,611 168,081

4.8

4,942,614

332,968 17.9

South

10,993,910

39.8 2,084,312 196,686

7.5

8,909,598

422,813 32.3

West

6,435,190

23.3 1,200,825 159,989

4.3

5,234,365

280,517 19.0

Income
Poor

8,772,003

31.8

2,072,332 182,494 7.5

6,699,671

353,905

24.3

Near Poor

2,409,945

8.7

505,300

103,819 1.8

1,904,645

202,607

6.9

LI

5,173,289

18.7

843,295

114,023 3.1

4,329,994

254,314

15.7

MI

7,057,818

25.6

1,259,414 139,460 4.6

5,798,404

359,981

21.0

HI

4,206,786

15.2

460,729

3,746,057

291,948

13.6

183,147

7.5

96,988

1.7

Uninsured Status
No

3,779,916

13.7 1,695,087 161,871

Yes

23,839,924

86.3 3,445,983 246,160
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6.1

2,084,829

12.5 20,393,941

673,588 73.8

Table 8. Descriptive Statistics for Aim III Samples (Continued)
Variable
Name

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall
n

No
%

N

Std Err

Yes
%

N

Std Err

%

Need
Variables
Limitation
Yes

9,255,286

33.7 2,416,343 204,204

8.8

6,838,943

328,673 24.9

No

18,227,274

66.3 2,657,810 211,252

9.7 15,569,464

583,064 56.7

Health Status
Poor

679,861

3.2

266,705

62,377

1.2

413,157

Fair

2,723,286

12.7

551,765

92,637

2.6

2,171,521

206,393 10.2

Good

7,829,266

36.6 1,575,204 174,450

7.4

6,254,062

352,908 29.3

10,137,636

47.4 1,874,322 195,929

8.8

8,263,314

343,179 38.7

12.2 15,433,423

576,878 56.1

Excellent

89,091

1.9

Vulnerable Variables
Food Stamps
No

18,781,268

68.3 3,347,846 246,926

Yes

8,725,888

31.7 1,780,056 173,562

6.5

6,945,832

357,994 25.3

3,446,919

12.5

2.4

2,797,034

214,923 10.1

16.3 19,676,665

658,573 71.3

Place of Birth
Outside
US

24,167,851

649,885

79,322

87.5 4,491,185 308,743
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Table 8. Descriptive Statistics for Aim III Samples (Continued)
Variable
Name

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall
n

No
%

N

Std Err

Yes
%

N

Std Err

%

Self-reliant Health Attitude
DS

15,507,846

56.5 2,254,722 183,697

8.2 13,253,124

512,280 48.3

SD

4,245,314

15.5

762,604 102,494

2.8

3,482,710

241,082 12.7

Uncertain

3,232,699

11.8

805,102 114,551

2.9

2,427,597

204,379

8.8

SA

3,609,899

13.2 1,024,868 151,239

3.7

2,585,031

239,925

9.4

AS

852,151

1.0

574,942

94,243

2.1

3.1

277,210

67,611

Note: N= weighted frequency; n =unweighted frequency; %=percentage; Std Err= standard errors of weighted frequency; LC= Less than College;
SC= At least some College; LI= Low Income; MI=Middle Income; HI=High Income; NC/MW=North Central/Midwest; DS=Disagree Strongly;
SD= Somewhat Disagree; Somewhat Agree AS=Agree Strongly.

As shown in table 9, on average, the respondents had 2.5 chronic conditions (σ=0.05) and
were 48 years old (σ=0.41). Those with a usual source of care reported more chronic conditions
(x̄ =2.7, σ=0.05) than those with no USC (x̄ =1.6, σ=0.1). The median number of chronic
conditions for the respondents in our sample was 1.7 (IQR=3.07). Those with a usual source of
care had a higher median age (M =1.93, IQR=3.1) than those with no USC (M=0.62, IQR=1.96).
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Table 9. Descriptive Statistics for Aim III Samples (Continuous Variable)
Variable

Access to Usual Source of Care
Overall

No

Yes

x̄

σ

M

IQR

x̄

σ

M

IQR

x̄

σ

M

IQR

No. of CC

2.5

0.05

1.66

3.07

1.59

0.1

37.7

23.7

2.7 0.05 49.7 22.7

Age

48.1

0.41

48.1

24.4

40.5

0.88

0.6

2.0

49.9 0.42 1.9

3.1

Note: x̄ =mean, M= median, σ = standard errors of weighted frequency, IQR= interquartile range; CC=Chronic Conditions

To investigate the effect of having a USC on satisfaction with healthcare services, we
conducted a logistic regression that examined this relationship while controlling for propensity
score. The multivariable logistic regression results showed no significant association between
having a USC and satisfaction with all healthcare services received in the past 12-months after
adjusting for the propensity score (OR=1.35, 95% CI=0.94,1.93) (Table 10). Based on this result
we failed to reject the null hypothesis.
Table 10. Logistic Regression Results for Healthcare Satisfaction
Variable

OR

95% CI

t -value

pvalue

2.4

0.0197

Crude
Usual Source of Care
Yes

1.4

(1.06 1.96)

No (ref)
Adjusted

aOR

95% CI

t-value

pvalue

1.35

(0.94, 1.93)

1.65

0.10

Usual Source of Care
Yes
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Table 10. Logistic Regression Results for Healthcare Satisfaction (Continued)
Variable

OR

95% CI

No (ref)
OR= Odds Ratio; aOR= adjusted Odds Ratio; CI= Confidence Interval
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t -value

pvalue

CHAPTER 5
Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
Introduction
This dissertation assessed the relationship between access to a usual source of care (USC)
and healthcare utilization, healthcare-related expenditures, and patient satisfaction among adults
with psychological distress. To examine these relationships, panel data from a nationally
representative sample of individuals with serious psychological distress (SPD) were analyzed.
We began by assessing the characteristics of our sample and the distribution of these
characteristics among individuals that had a USC and those that did not have a USC in the
sample. A propensity score was generated, which was later used to adjust for confounding
effects. To examine the relationship between USC and healthcare utilization, a zero-inflated
negative binomial model was utilized because of the hyper-inflated distribution of zero
utilization in the data. Linear and logistic regressions were used to analyze healthcare
expenditures and satisfaction, respectively.
Interpretation of Findings
For the first and second aims of the dissertation where we evaluated the relationship
between having a USC and healthcare utilization patterns and expenditures among seriously
psychologically distressed community-dwelling adults, 76.6% of the respondents had a USC.
This is lower than in the general U.S. population at 87.4% (Kaiser Family Foundation, nd).
However, it is in keeping with the finding that individuals with mental health problems have less
access to a USC than individuals without mental health problems (Fullerton et al., 2018).
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A major finding for this dissertation is that among adults with SPD, those who had a USC
had higher odds of utilizing some types of healthcare services, including office- and outpatientbased services. These associations were statistically significant after adjusting for several
important confounders using a propensity score. In contrast, there was no association between
having a USC and use of emergency and dental services. Our finding that having a USC is
associated with an increased likelihood of having an outpatient- and an office-based visit was in
line with our hypotheses and indicative of a possible benefit of having a USC. Although we
cannot claim that the increase in the likelihood of having an office- or outpatient-based visit
resulted from a visit for preventive services in our sample, there are studies that link USC to an
increase in receipt of preventive services, which mainly occur in outpatient and office settings
(DeVoe et al.,2003; DeVoe et al., 2012; Xu, 2002).
A second major finding was that having a USC was associated with higher odds of being
admitted to a hospital but a lower frequency of the number of admissions. The lower frequency
of hospital admission is also in line with our hypothesis and previous literature. When Fullerton
and colleagues (2018) evaluated this relationship in a similar population (Medicaid beneficiaries
with some specific mental illness), they found similar results with regard to the relationship
between USC and the frequency of use of inpatient services. However, given our finding that
individuals with a USC have a lower frequency of being admitted to the hospital than those with
no USC, it was intriguing to discover that the same individuals have higher odds of being
admitted to the hospital. Literature has shown that lack of a USC is associated with delay in
receiving appropriate healthcare services (Ettner, 1996). So, it is possible that those with a USC
get admitted to a hospital in a timely fashion when they need hospitalization, thus preventing
future readmissions. Another reason for our finding could be because the variable we used to
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measure hospital admissions captured both zero-night stays in hospital and overnight stays in
hospital. The increase in likelihood could be a result of the zero-night stays. If the zero-night
stays were excluded, the results might be different. Therefore, additional research is needed to
explore this finding further. Another possible explanation is that our propensity scores failed to
properly adjust for the confounding effect of illness. In our propensity score analysis, we
adjusted for the number of chronic conditions, not the severity of those conditions. So, if those
with USC in our sample are more severely sick, we could end up with a result like this (that
shows having USC is associated with higher odds of hospital admission).
The final significant finding regarding the effects of USC on healthcare utilization pattern
was that having a USC was associated with the frequency of home health visits. Although having
a USC is not associated with the odds of having at least one home health visit as opposed to
none, it is associated with the frequency of home health visits. Our result is intuitive because
without a USC, having a home health service is challenging. Therefore, it was no surprise that
having a USC was associated with higher home health visits.
Our study found no associations between USC and healthcare spending and satisfaction.
Despite the presence of an association amongst these variables in our crude analysis, it was not
present in the adjusted analysis. For example, in the crude analysis, having a USC was associated
with a greater likelihood of having a favorable rating for health care that a respondent received,
but the relationship was not statistically significant in the adjusted model. The lack of association
between having USC and patient satisfaction is not supported by previous studies (Fullerton et
al., 2018; Schur & Albers, 1996). However, our finding could still be valid because SPD is
strongly associated with decreased patient satisfaction (Goldzweig et al., 2010; Jiali and Ruth,
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2010). Maybe the negative effect of SPD on patient satisfaction was so strong that it nullified
any positive impact of having a USC on patient satisfaction, hence the lack of association.
Implication for Research and Policy
To our knowledge, this is the first study that examined the relationship between access to
a USC and healthcare utilization, expenditures, and patient satisfaction among adults with
psychological distress. It is among the few studies that have examined this relationship among
adults experiencing any kind of mental problem using a nationally representative data set in the
United States. Hence, our findings have research and policy implications. For the research
community, our results have further enriched the vast literature on USC's effect on healthcare
resources. The findings have also shed light on the relationship between USC and healthcare use,
spending, and satisfaction among individuals with psychological distress. The results highlight
the need to dig further to understand this complex relationship for an atypical subpopulation like
this one.
There is an ongoing effort to reinvent primary care through healthcare models like
patient-centered medical homes (Cunningham, 2015). For example, the Patient Protection and
The Affordable Care Act promoted the adoption of patient-centered medical homes (Abrams &
Stremiki, 2011; Davis et al., 2011). At the center of these efforts is the belief that having a
comprehensive and regular place of care is beneficial to the patient (Robert Graham Center,
2007). Therefore, it becomes imperative to fully understand how having a USC affects different
subpopulations in the United States. Our results elucidate the relationship between USC and
healthcare utilization in the population with SPD, which could guide policymakers in their
decision-making for this population. For example, policies could promote having a USC for
these populations through incentives like lower premiums for healthcare insurance.
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In summary, our findings offer policymakers an intervention that could potentially
increase the efficiency of utilization of healthcare services for adults with serious psychological
distress. It also provides researchers a better understanding of the relationship between these
factors (USC and healthcare utilization, spending, and satisfaction) in individuals with
psychological distress. Finally, it provides a steppingstone for further research into this topic.
Strengths
The dissertation had several strengths. The study used a national representative dataset,
MEPS, which was carefully collected using a standardized protocol for data collection and sound
sampling methodologies and techniques like oversampling of racial and ethnic minorities to
allow inferences for these subpopulations. This feature makes us more confident in the
generalizability of our findings to similar populations across the country. The fact that MEPS is a
longitudinal dataset allowed us to measure the exposure before outcomes, and that helped us
establish temporality to some extent, although causation cannot be inferred from this study. We
selected our population of interest, individuals with serious psychological distress, using a wellvalidated tool for measuring psychological distress, the Kessler-6 scale (K6). The use of strong
healthcare models like the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Populations to
develop our conceptual framework has enhanced the conceptual validity of the study. Lastly,
some variables in MEPS, like our outcomes for aim I (healthcare utilization),were independently
verified through medical providers’ records. We expect that this greatly reduced recall bias in the
study.
Limitations of the Study
Despite the strengths of our study, it also had some limitations. Because we analyzed
secondary data, we were limited to the variables that were captured by MEPS. For example,
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there are other constructs under the vulnerable domain of the Gelberg-Andersen Behavioral
Model for Vulnerable Populations that we could not fully operationalize in evaluating healthcare
services use. We had to use a proxy for copayment to adjust for moral hazard in analyzing the
relationship between USC and healthcare expenditure. So, we could not completely avoid the
effect of unmeasured confounding in our result.
In addition, since one of the major hypotheses of how USC benefits patients is through
continuity of care and establishment of a robust relationship with providers, it would have been
helpful if we could establish that the respondent had a USC long enough to reap these benefits.
Answering the question “Is there a place that you USUALLY go to when you are sick or need
advice about your health?” could mean a person has had a USC for years or just a month. Our
study was limited by the fact that MEPS is a two-year panel survey; hence we could not establish
continued USC access. Because the panels were just two years long, we do not know the status
of the respondent before the start of the survey, so this diminishes our confidence in the
temporality between study variables. For these reasons, we cannot infer causality; we cannot
claim that having a usual source of care improved in healthcare utilization.
The use of self-reported data exposed our study to recall bias. Respondents might not
accurately recall some of the information they were asked. However, for the most part, MEPS
cross-validates some of the information the respondents provide with their healthcare providers
and insurance. Also, since some of the data for this study were collected using interviews, there
is a possibility of interviewer bias, although interviewer techniques and training guides used by
MEPS limit this risk.
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Recommendations for Further Study
Our research has raised a number of questions that need further exploration. For example,
researchers could use a more robust design like an experimental design to reexamine the effect of
USC on our outcomes which could not be done using MEPS. This way, the study can get closer
to establishing a causal relationship. Alternatively, a stronger econometric statistical technique
like the difference-in-difference approach could be used on a dataset with more years of followup than MEPS to find the effect of having USC on these outcomes for individuals who
previously do not have a USC. Future research could also tease out the relationship between
USC and healthcare use, spending, and satisfaction. For example, one could assess the effects of
the different types of USC like a rural health center, hospital outpatient care, or free-standing
doctor’s office on these outcomes. There are some potential confounders that researchers could
adjust to enrich our analysis further. For example, competing needs and self-help skills under the
personal/family resources construct, and mobility, length of stay in the community, and
substance abuse under the social structure construct. Lastly, future studies, such as longer
duration prospective cohort studies, should examine whether the duration of having a USC has
effects on healthcare utilization, expenditures, and quality.
Conclusions
There is a body of work indicating that individuals with psychological distress have high
healthcare utilization, large expenditures, and low satisfaction with health care. At the same time,
an overwhelming amount of evidence suggests that having a USC is associated with lower and
appropriate use of health services, lower healthcare expenditures, and higher satisfaction
compared to those with no USC. The association of USC with healthcare spending, use, and
satisfaction had not been evaluated in individuals with psychological distress, who have
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particular characteristics like healthcare avoidance and mistrust that could affect the relationship.
So, we examined the relationship between USC and healthcare spending, use, and satisfaction in
adults with serious psychological distress using a nationally representative sample. After
adjusting for potential confounding factors, we found that USC is associated with a lower
hospital admissions frequency. We also found that USC is associated with an increased
likelihood of visiting an outpatient or office-based provider, which we believe could be
beneficial since those settings are common places for receiving annual preventive services.
Finally, we recommended that researchers further explore our research questions in-depth, and
policymakers should use our results to guide them in making decisions regarding healthcare
interventions that involves USC in individuals with psychological distress.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Variables included in the Propensity Score Analysis
Variables

Ha: 1

Ha: 2

Ha: 3

Ha: 4

Ha: 5

Ha: 6

Ha: 7

Ha: 8

Age

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sex

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Race

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marital Status

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Education

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Uninsured Status

X

X

X

X

X

X

Insurance Type

X
X

Income

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Limitation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Health Status

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Conditions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Food Stamps

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Place of Birth

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Chronic

Copayment
Attitude
Panel Year

X
X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X
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Ha=Alternate Hypothesis; X included in the propensity score analysis
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